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Law Professor Receives Purple Heart In Drug War 
President Bush handed out the first 
Purple Heart of the Drug Wars yesterday 
during a ceremony honoring SUNYAB 
Law Professor Jeff Blum. Professor Blum 
appeared anxious at the press conference 
announcing his receipt of the Purple 
Heart. In explanation of his angst Blum 
said, "They never told me what was going 
on. I was just grabbed in the middle of 
the night, thrown into a four door sedan 
and brought here. At first I thought it was 
unpaid parking violations but then I re­
membered I don't have a car. I never 
dreamed that I'd get an award from Pres­
ident Bush. Maybe I hallucinated about it 
once or twice, but I never dreamed it." 
Blum gave a modest acceptance speech 
and declared that other individuals were 
more worthy of the Purple Heart than him­
self. "People come to mind who have 
done so much for the War on Drugs that 
my contribution is miniscule compared 
to the effect these men have had. People 
like Jerry Garcia, Keith Richards, Dennis 
Hopper and the late Jim Morrison should 
be up here instead of me." 
President Bush noted that Blum's pur­
ple heart was only the beginning of an 
award campaign designed to dwarf the 
amount given by President Reagan "in 
the Grenada thing" and to topple the re­ award things. But, remember, as a Demo­
cord set by President Harry S. Truman crat he needed two international conflict 
during World War II and the Korean War. things to reach that number. I feel with a 
When asked about figures President Bush little creativity and a couple thousand 
responded "I think Harry (Truman) gave pointy-headed assistants we can top that 
out over 700,000 of those medal and number within the first fifteen months of 
Professor Blum and President Bush 
the Drug War. And that's just within our 
borders." The battle lines of the Drug War 
have yet to be drawn, with some people 
wondering if the Panamanian invasion to 
oust General Noriega can be considered 
an element of the Drug War. Bush re­
sponded, "A definitive answer at this 
juncture wouldn't be prudent. We'll have 
to see what the medal count is before we 
can make any statment regarding that 
topic." 
For a final comment President Bush 
vowed that in addition to being known as 
"The Environmental-Education-Eastern 
European Freeing-Panamanian Raiding­
President" he is to be called the Medal 
Giving President. In an aside to his Press 
Secretary Marlin Fitzwater, President 
Bush said "This Drug War idea is a real 
coup, I should establish another place in 
history with the medals I'm gonna give." 
In an official statement given by Dean 
Filvaroff of the UB Law School the dean 
praised the efforts of Professor Blum. 
"This ought to really help our ratings in 
the Gourman Report, and I hope we can 
reflect that in a tuition increase retroactive 
to Fall 1985. It's the least the students can 
do for us." 
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Finley Wins Bake-Off, Gives Up Career 
After years of battling for the rights of 
women, Professor Lucinda Finley has fi­
nally thrown in the towel. Commenting 
"If you can't beat 'em, join 'em" and 
"Maybe a woman's place is in the 
kitchen," Finley announced that her re­
cent victory in the Pillsbury Bake-off was 
the final step in convincing her to trade 
in her law books for cookbooks. 
by Betty Crocker 
The road to the bake-off finals was an 
exciting one for Ms. Finley. She took up 
cooking several years ago as therapy to 
help her deal with her stress filled teach­
ing schedule. "Although I taught feminist 
theory" she said "I also believed that 
women should be able to fend for them­
selves in every way, including in the 
kitchen." 
Ms. Finley increasingly became more 
interested in cooking and took several 
adult education courses, including "The 
Basics of Kitchen Know-How," "French 
Pastry Made Easy," and "Down Home 
Cooking for the Busy Woman." The 
techniques she learned in these courses, 
along with much experimentation in the 
kitchen inspired her to enter some of her 
favorite dishes in county fairs around the 
state . . 
Ms. Finley commented "I started out 
small, just entering some items I had 
canned, such as peaches and carrots, and 
some simple casserole dishes, such as 
macaroni and cheese. After I won a blue 
ribbon for my canned snow pea entry I 
decided to move into the competitive 
home baked pie arena. I came in second 
place at the state fair with my strawberry 
rhubard pie and that gave me the en­
couragement to work on a recipe that I 
could enter in the bake-off." 
Ms. Finley continued to pursue her 
teaching career while she traveled the 
county fair circuit, but became increas­
.ingly discontent and lost faith in the 
feminist theory she espoused. "I found I 
was most happy in the kitchen and doing 
housework; I loved sharing kitchen 
Black Forest Cherry Torte Elegante 
Cake 
1-1/2cupschilled 3eggs 2-1 /4 cups cake flour 2tsp. baking powder 
whipping cream 1-1 /2tsp.vanilla 1-1 /2cupssugar 1/2 tsp. salt 
Heat oven to 350°. Grease and flour 2 round layer pans 8 or 9-1 /2 inches. In chilled bowl, beat cream until stiff. Beat 
eggs until thick and lemon colored.Fold eggs and vanilla into whipped cream. Stir together remaining ingredients; fold 
gently into cream-egg mixture until blended. Fold into pans. Bake 30 to 35 minutes. Cool. 
Cherry Filling 
4Tbsp. cornstarch 4Tbsp. sugar 2lbs.pitted dark sweet cherries, drained (reserve syrup) 2Tbsp. brandy flavoring 
Stir together cornstarch and sugar in small saucepan. Add enough water to reserved syrup to measure 1 cup; stir 
into sugar-cornstarch mixture. Cook stirring constantly, until mixture thickens and boils. Boil and stir 1minute.Cool to 
lukewarm. 
Stir in brandy flavoring. Dip 36 cherries into thickened syrup; set cherries aside. 
To Assemble Torte 
In chilled bowl, beat 1-1/2 cups chilled whipping cream and 1/4 cup confectioners' sugar until very stiff. 
Place one layer of cake upside down on serving plate. With decorators tube or spoon, form thin rim of the sweetened 
whipped cream around outer edge of layer. Fill center with Cherry Filling. Place other layer top side up on filling. Gently 
spread whipped cream on side and top of the torte. 
Grate 1/3 bar sweet cooking chocolate. Gently press the chocolate by teaspoonfuls onto side of the torte. Place whipped 
cream in decorators tube with star tip. Pipe border of cream around edge of torte. Beginning from center of cake, outline 
individual portions in aspoke-fashion design. Place desired number of reserved dipped cherries in each outline portion. 
Because of the whipped cream, torte must be kept refrigerated. 
stories with the other girls I met on the 
fair circuit." 
After toiling with many recipes she had 
developed, Ms. Finley was finally able to 
perfect one which she thought could take 
it all in the bake-off and that's exactly what 
the recipe did. Her "Black Forest Cherry 
Torte Elegante" won the local, regional 
and finally national rounds of the highly 
respected Pillsbury Bake-Off. When asked 
about the difficulties she had in develop­
ing the recipe, she replied that "I really 
struggled with the decision to use cake 
flour instead of all purpose flour, I kept 
going back and forth and finally settled 
with the cake flour, and frankly, that may 
be what won it for me." 
What now? "Well, I think I'm going to 
stick with teaching but in a different 
sense" Ms. Finley said. "I'm developing 
a cooking course entitled "Cooking To Get 
A Man" and I'm hoping to teach it at night 
as part of an adult education program. 
I'm also considering applying for a part 
time position as a high school home 
economics teacher but I don't want to 
work full time again. I want to stay in the 
kitchen." 
What about a repeat of this year's bake­
off victory? "It's only happened once be­
fore" she said, "so it's doubtful I could 
clinch it two years in a row, but I'm cer­
tainly going to try!" 
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Guild Moves In The "Right" Direction 
member had to talk to himself at meet­In a surprise move, the National 
ings, "and the school gets to see far fewerLawyers Guild has decided to merge with 
clashes between the members of the twothe Federalist Society. The name of the 
organizations."law organization is The Guild of National 
Dean Filvaroff reacted with glee to theFederalist Lawyers. 
According to I'm Radical, a member of announcement. Heralding the dawn of a 
New Age, Filvaroff hoped that the mergerthe former NLG, the merger was com­
would eliminate his moderating Fed­pleted in response to the changing world 
eralist Society debates and would allowscene. "If Gorbachev and Bush can get 
him to once again eat California grapes.together to try to create peace, we felt a 
merger of the two organizations was the 
What the merger means for the policyleast we could do to contribute to world 
and philosophy of the two groups has notharmony." 
yet been determined. Some members ofStatus Quo, spokesperson for the 
both groups expressed reservationsformer Federalist Society, viewed the 
about some of the changes. I'm Reactio­merger as a benefit to both clubs. "We 
nary, a member of the former Federalistincrease our membership," which Status 
Society, said that even the issue of attireQuo noted sometimes meant a Federalist 
DEAN SCHLEGEL CAUGHT TALKING TO HIMSELF IN THE HALL-AGAIN! 
Anna Maria Nikander reported to the Opinion staff that she heard someone 
yell "SHIT!" at the top of his lungs. When she went to the hall the beleaguered 
Ms. Nikander was relieved to find that it was only Dean Schlegel on his 
morning constitutional. When she approached the Dean he simply stared at 
the wall and kept repeating "Dis is the most stupidest ting I ever hoid! Contract 
law is dead." Fortunately Nikander was able to pacify the flustered Dean with 
a Snickers bar and a can of pop. 
REASONABLE MAN SEEN LEAVING K-MART WITH ELVIS! 
Professor Janet Lindgren, while shopping for clothing, was diverted from 
a "Blue Light Special" by a surprise encounter with Reasonable Man and 
Elvis. An irate Elvis tried to take the last rhinestone shirt from the $2.98 rack, 
but the spunky Prof. managed to hold him at bay. An ugly encounter was 
narrowly avoided by Reasonable Man's timely intervention. Said an unflapp­
able Mr. Man, "I only did what anyone would do in that situation." 
I 
DEAN DAVID FILVAROFF QUITS SMOKIING - PHILIP MORRIS STOCK 
PLUNGES 5 POINTS! 
A shaken M. Fazeema petitioned the Securities and Exchange Commission 
to sanction Dean Filvaroff for failing to warn the commission of his disruptive 
action. "How could we anticipate such a precipitous fall in demand!" said a 
breathless Fazeema. Spotted in Wilson Farms buying lollipops, the Dean 
responded to Fazeema's accusations with a puff, a whistle, and a fart. 
ERROL MEIDINGER SUBMITS GRADES FROM FALL '78 
Sue M. Awl, UB class of '81, a senior partner at Dewy Cheetham & Howl 
was delighted last week to find that she had receivced an "H" in Property I. 
"I've been a little worried by the contingent remainder question, but I felt 
confident on the landlord tenant question. After all," snickered Ms. Awl, 
"thanks to Errol's tutelage I've been evicting society's dead wood for almost 
a decade! Now if I can only get that seminar grade my transcript will be 
complete!" 
UB TAX PROFESSOR FOUND MOONLIGHTING AS PROFESSIONAL BASKET­
BALL PLAYER 
Boston Garden regulars were astonished to learn that star forward Larry 
Bird is in reality the famous tax professor Kenneth Joyce. Upon discovering 
the shocking truth, fellow Celtic Kevin McHale commented, "I knew something 
was fishy when Larry ... Um I mean Ken, volunteered to restructure my 
condo deal as a sale-leaseback and save me thousands of dollars to boot, or 
something like that! It made sense at the time." Confronted by the cold hard 
facts, the superstar tax professor said cryptically, " I guess I didn't do the 
right dance. Next time, I'll be sure to slice the bologna the right way." 
SET THE RESUME ON FIRE 
GO ALL THE WAY! 
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HAS ANYBODY SEEN A GOOD MOVIE LATELY?!! 
What UB Law "Team", (that is, Husband and Wife) were recently seen 
being detained by the Amherst police outside of Fuddrucker's Restaurant 
after they vigorously attempted to remove the decorative cow carcass from 
the display window? HINT: Alan Fre·eman was sporting Bill Blass' latest Ber­
muda shorts and tube sock outfit. (Update: Fear not, this dynamic duo was 
released with a warning and were then seen heading off to try their luck at 
Dahlkemper's) . 
Lou DelCotto, currently being investigated for alleged tax evasion was 
overheard talking on the telephone to the recently convicted Hotel Queen 
Leona Helmsley for legal advice. An April meeting is planned. Uh, .. . is this 
a deductible business expense? Better consult the Code on this one. 
Due to the boycott ... word on the g----vine says Jim Gresens is a littl~ 
sour about the final exam fiasco. Be forewarned 3L's, this semester's New 
York Practice final will be brand new. Oh well ... You win some and you lose 
some . . . 
* * * 
TIME OUT!!! Juvenile Law Prof. Chuck Ewing was spied upon spanking 
and reprimanding his young son, Ben at Toys-R-Us. It seems little Ben had 
his heart set on getting one of those hot, new VALIDATOR dolls (the anatom­
ically correct kind). 
*** 
Further north, at Boston's Fenway Park, our Isabel Marcus was seen at 
Bunting practice with the Boston Red Sox. Her only comment, "I was swept 
along cursing myself for wearing flip-flops. It's hard to run in flip-flops." Look 
out baseball fans! 
Whilst searching out Volume 19 of the Cajun Law Review, I caught Librarian 
Marcia Zubrow eating a burger, shake and fries in the stacks. Her excuse: "I 
was hungry and have a lot of work to do." Unacceptable!!! Believe me law 
students, this happens more than you think. Appalling ... considering that 
silverfish crisis we hear so much about. 
*** 
Since his class voted not to have a final exam, they figured they may as 
well vote to cancel the rest of the semester too. So, Muhammed Kenyatta 
skipped out of town, sporting Ray-Bay Wayfarer sunglasses and resortwear. 
Whereabouts unknown. Don't worry, he left behind some due dates. 
While making use of the resources in the Career Development Office, I 
happened upon the JAG Corps dusty resume collection box; it seems that 
the last time they interviewed on-campus, one resume never made it to the 
Center-For-Tomorrow: that resume was none other than that of David Filvaroff 
. . . heard of him? Pretty impressive resume: Dave, a big civil rights man, has 
clerked for U.S. Supreme Court Justices Frankfurter and Goldberg; he was 
General Counsel, President's Counsel on Equal Opportunity in 1965, and he 
is currently our Law School Dean .. . doesn't he know he's too OLD? 
Well, it's back to the barracks for me . . . stay tuned for my next col um .. . in 
The Onion. 
3 ACADEM~ AWARD NOMINATIONS 
BBST NON-SUPPORTING ACTORS: 
William Greiner and Steven Sample 
0-til:IIOIHQl&kllfUJUCT'ICNJ 
is a problem, "We're used to the collared 
shirt and tie at our meetings. I'm not sure 
some of the older members will be happy 
withthetornjeansandtai dai bandanas." 
Che "Fidel" Smith, the Ill, a member of 
the former NLG, raised the issue of or­
ganization, "Like wow, man, we're like 
used to a very open forum. Like, no pres­
ident or anything like that. We don't like 
this hierarchy stuff. Like, it's too elitist and 
too b·ourgeoisie." 
Reaction of the student body was 
mixed. John Q. Normal hopes that the 
merger will signal the end of the ubiquit­
ous NLG table at the front of the library, 
"I hope that now I will not be assaulted 
each time I enter the library by some 
placard waving student who wants me to 
MZ. 
SMITH 
stop eating peanut butter, to sign a peti­
tion to end racial discrimination in Antar­
tica, or to boycott quilts made by over­
worked Shakers." 
Andy Disestablishment expressed dis­
satisfaction with the merger saying that he 
rather enjoyed the tamborine and sing­
along sessions performed for FBI and 
JAG recruiters, "I hope the formation of 
this new organization does not signal the 
end of this quality entertainment. The law 
school lacks other activities for aspiring 
musicians." 
Although problems need to be worked 
out, the merger is set to go ahead next 
semester. Only time will tell what form 
the new organization will take. 
New Testing and Grading Policy Announced 
In a surprise move, UB Law School 
Dean David Filvaroff announced a radical 
change in the school's testing and grad­
ing policy at a hastily called emergency 
meeting of law school faculty and ad­
ministrators at 11 :00 pm on Christmas 
Eve. Dubbed "The Wheel of Fortune" by 
its supporters, the new testing procedure 
provides for a grading system which re­
quires each student to spin a giant 
roulette wheel in order to determine his 
or her grade in all lecture courses. 
Associate Dean Lee Albert stated that 
the new testing procedure was designed 
to interface with the new grading policy 
which will now be based on a modified 
version of the Dewey Decimal System in 
which there will be over three thousand 
gradation levels for grades instead of the 
current four levels (H,O,D,F). "We not only 
eliminated competition at this school , we 
liquidated the competitor with this baby" 
Filvaroff said in directing a new course 
for the school in the 90's. 
Filvaroff touted the new policy (given 
the moniker "The El Nino Project" -
meaning Christ Child) as propelling the 
law school to a new high water mark in 
academic aquatics, while its critics de­
plored the program as a toxic waste-bed 
that is sure to stunt the growth of petunias 
this spring . 
Professor John Schlegel, when asked 
to assess the new plan, pondered the 
question for precisely 72.4 microseconds 
(there were no time limits placed on his 
response), plummeting to the cerebral 
depths of this vacuous issue before met­
ing out his gauged response that "Push­
ing water uphill is a difficult job for 
everyone." A bright white light could be 
seen illuminating the faces of some of 
those who embraced these profound 
words and several faculty members later 
described a kind of 'out of body' Shirley 
Mclean type of astral experience as a di­
rect result of being enlightened by this 
penetrating insight. Echoing the words of 
Bullwinkle during his 'Mad Max' investi­
gation, Schlegel pointed out that "Reality 
is definitely important, but we should not 
let it control our lives." 
Professor Jeffrey Blum, however, re­
buffed Schlegel 's comments, arguing that 
a more accurate metaphor would de­
scribe the new plan as "an alluvion 
gusher, pushing toxic wastes downhill, 
and contaminating the potable water 
table." But Schlegel countered that it was 
pure hokum to talk about a " potable water 
table" in the Buffalo area. Blum conceded 
this point and both instructors adjourned 
the meeting until distilled water could be 
brought in to replace the pitchers of water 
on hand which had already burned sev­
eral holes in the oakwood conference 
table. 
Associate Dean Lee Albert defended the 
plan by explaining the rationale behind 
the decision . "The old H/Q grading sys­
tem," he said, "was arbitrary and capri ­
cious, but that isn't what bothered us. We 
wanted to emphasize the element of 
'meaninglessness' in the equation in 
order to make it congruent with the highly 
time-constricted testing procedures at 
this school. In this respect," Albert said, 
"we have achieved consistency in our 
program while retaining fidelity to a long­
held, cherished tradition ." 
Professor Chuck Ewing criticized the 
testing plan because the "Wheel of For­
tune" format usurps the authority of the 
instructors in doling out grades, thus un­
dercutting the leverage that instructors 
traditionally utilize to force students to 
comply with rules against reading Bat­
man comics in class. But Filvaroff bristled 
at this suggestion and pointed out that 
Ewing, himself, had frequently included 
Batman strips in his exams, even though 
he never d iscussed the complex issues 
involved in class. "Furthermore," Fil­
varoff retorted, " Ewing is missing the 
whole point of this policy revision . We 
are trying to put more control in the hands 
of the student. We want the student to be 
able to control her own fate . When she 
spins that wheel and sees her grades and 
law school career flushed down the flume 
... she's got nobody but herself to blame. 
In this russian roulette approach, she 
perishes by her own hand." 
Filvaroff contrasted this with the previ­
ous testing format where the student 
watched her grades go down the tubes 
of the hourglass without being able to 
control the time element allocated for the 
exam. Albert pointed out that "both the 
severely time restricted exam format and 
the Wheel of Fortune format accentuate 
the banal and thus are reliable indicia of 
a student's accumen in this important 
threshold area, but the new format puts 
the student 'at the wheel,' i.e., at the helm 
of her own meaningless fate. It's conson­
ant with the social values of our time," 
Albert insisted. "The whole country is 
founded on its demonstrated preference 
for high speed, chase-scene bedlam and 
the roulette approach to decision making. 
The economy rests on harem scarem 
speculation in the stock market; we have 
Las Vegas, Atlantic City, Bingo Parlors in 
the churches, Lotto ticket mactiines on 
every corner, clearing house sweepstakes 
in the mail, astrologers in the White 
House, baseball idols moonlighting as 
bookies and mortgages which openly 
change hands after every pro football 
game, " Albert was quoted as telling a 
group last month in a speech (confes­
sional) he made to members of Gambia­
holies Anonymous. "Life itself is more of 
a willy-nilly crapshoot than a clearly de­
fined medium of logical outcomes, and 
the Buffalo Model represents a bench­
mark in raising the old standards to meet 
this new social perception. "We're just 
looking for high-speed automatons with 
4 megabyte RAM cards, who are user 
friendly and who are adept at blathering 
boiler plate language to their advantage" 
Filvaroff told a packed meeting of com­
puter operators at last year's program­
ming convention. 
"We have tried to reduce the competi­
tion at this school," Albert said, "NOT be­
cause it creates negative, unnecessary, 
counterproductive anxiety. We believe it 
is part of the gauntlet, part of the 'rights 
of passage' to purge these bright-eyed, 
bushy-ta i led young'ns of the last vestiges 
of naivete. We are against competition be­
cause it sets up an autonomous meritoc­
racy beyond our reach. We want to 
choose who gets through and who 
doesn't" Albert told a group of pup­
peteers at a marionette convention last 
Fall. 
Referring to the El Nino Project, Profes­
sor Marjorie Girth decried what she called 
a policy which "lets the inmates run the 
prison ." Girth refused to relinquish cer­
tian "instructor controls" which she in­
sists are essential to the "efforts of the 
faculty to clear the decks of miscreants, 
gadflies, carpetbaggers and other like de­
generate pedigrees who are identifiable 
by their inability to barf up a finished 
product in a single, heaving eruption dur­
ing a nanosecond exam period." In re­
sponse to her unflappable position, a 
special roulette wheel was constructed 
for her classes in which 23% of the grad­
ing slots are allocated to the D and F ra-nge 
of the new Dewey Decimal grading sys­
tem and policy accommodations were 
made for her courses in which the student 
will be penalized 54 additional Dewey De­
cimal grade points for each microsecond 
that the roulette wheel spins beyond the 
initial 17 seconds allocated for the spin. 
"The real palpable, meaningful values 
in this profession are time, speed and 
money," Girth said. Time IS money. The 
only thing that matters after that is 'How 
much?' and 'How fast?' . . . This bleeding 
heart esoteric gibberish about 'QUALITY' 
is pure drivel. Quantity is the cardinal 
value in this society, and the cornerstone 
of that value is 'SPEED" Girth told the 
SUNY Board of Trustees last summer in 
her bid to have the speed limit on Flint 
Loop raised to 120 m iles per hour. Girth 
insisted that 37.5 lecture hours could be 
compressed in 17 second sound bytes, 
and she successfully convinced wavering 
committee members once they saw her 
throw down a melted pitcher of Buffalo 
'drinking water' in a single gulp without 
showing any of the usual signs of lighter 
fluid poisoning (not even chapped lips). 
Girth told the committee, "Given suffi­
cient time on an exam, everybody could 
perform competently and commendably, 
but that's not the point. The real question 
is, can they still hold the pen upright with 
10 G's volting through their system like 
nitroglycerine in cuisinart?" 
Professor David Engel adopted a con­
servative approach to the issue, stating 
that the opponents have some interesting 
arguments, but so do the plan's drafters, 
but that research should be done to ferret 
out alternatives, but that this may not re­
ally be feasible because the issues are so 
complex, although the system may be un­
fair as it is, unless this seems unreason­
able, in which case maybe the system is 
alright the way it is, considering the fact 
students are free to take all seminar 
courses in lieu of lecture courses, al­
though this restricts the students' 
choices, but this may have good and bad 
points which must be weighed carefully 
in the final analysis ... and Engel stated 
that he was adamant and immovable in 
his position. 
Professor Isabel Marcus stated that al­
though the new program was repugnant 
to a just mind and she was whole-hear­
tedly deadset against it and she was re­
pulsed right down to the marrow of her 
bones, and incensed by its invidiousness, 
she would nevertheless support it joyfully 
and cheerfully, with a 'spring in her step,' 
like any good soldier and loyal patriot 
should in times of war and natural disas­
ters. When confronted with the question 
of the program's 'possible' unfairness, 
Professor Alfred Konefsky replied "Oh, I 
never thought of that. I'll look into it. But 
as long as the system screws everybody 
over in an evenhanded manner, I don't 
have a problem with it." Professor Bob 
Berger refused to comment other than to 
say that he spent three weeks scouring 
the Constitutions of New York and the US, 
and he found no reference, whatsoever, 
to the term "Wheel of Fortune," therefore, 
the program is not unconstitutional." 
[This article expresses only the views of 
those who share these views and is not 
intended to represent the views of those 
who share opposing or different views. 
All rights are reserved for a table for two, 
with a $10 cover charge and a $20.00 
minimum (and a 15 minute time limit). 
Any resemblances these fictional charac­
ters have with any real life characters is 
attributable solely to the random proba­
bility tables expressed in the reductionist 
theory that the likelihood of two janus­
faced jacks turning up back-to-back in a 
single exam period is infinitesimally 
small.) 
Candidate Noriega Is 
Most Impressive Yet 
The faculty of SUNYAB-Law has made 
a bold move in its search for new profes­
sors and has offered a position to de­
posed Panamanian leader Manuel 
Noriega, Esq., for the Fall 1990 semester. 
Mr. Noriega has tentatively accepted the 
offer contingent upon 
the creation of a prison 
task-force clinic to be 
run with Brazil. 
Professor Errol 
Meidinger, a member of 
the Faculty Search Com-
Mr. Noriega then gave a five-minute 
speech about the importance of noting 
whether or not "grade enhancement mat­
erial" was received in consecutive serial 
numbered form . 
The reformed strong-man denounced 
on-campus recruitment by JAG Corps, 
mittee, explained the -.::;:::;;;;;-,
"'new stance of the com-
mittee and the rationale • 
behind Mr. Noriega's 
selection. "Lately, we've had 
trouble getting motivated in the 
realm of creative research . Many 
of (the faculty) felt that the law had 
become too restricting by keeping us 
within the limits of legality. Manny 
(Noriega) ought to shake things up a bit." 
Professor Meidinger explained Mr. 
Noriega's extensive experience in inter­
national law, immigration law, interna­
tional sanctuary, and fund raising. When 
asked how Noriega's arrival would affect 
him personally Mr. Meidinger replied that 
" from now on all my vests are going to 
be made of Kevlar." He then excused him­
self to oversee the installment of bullet­
proof windows and a reinforced door in 
his office. 
Mr. Noriega met with students in the 
Albion campus and politely answered any 
question posed to him. Central to his 
teaching approach is the return of the 
whipping post and "an intensified 'Paper 
Chase' approach to the law." When asked 
about his preferred area of instruction, 
Mr. Noriega replied, "I'm into interna­
tional cartels, empowerment advocacy 
and overripe tropical fruits ." 
Mr. Noriega greeted his visitors in 
power camouflage pants and jacket en­
semble, with black combat boots and his 
trademark sunglasses. When asked about 
the trademark of his sunglasses Manny 
replied, "I have a deal pending with 
Sunglass Hut, it could be lucrative. " Out­
lining his basic requirements for course­
work Mr. Noriega maintained the impor­
tance of "attendance, order, timely sub­
mission of required work, conformity to 
accepted standard as the venue to greater 
prosperity and no bills larger than $20." 
Noriega greets VB Law 
supporters from the third floor 
balcony of O' Brian Hall. 
the FBI, the CIA, and the Federal Witness 
Relocation Program. Eschewing any drink 
offered to him by his support group of 
blue-suited, sunglassed men, Noriega 
drank from a hip-flask filled with "rhetoric 
inducing substances." He digressed to 
give a short speech on the bleak future 
of America if the Drug War is allowed to 
continue and supported his theory with 
references to global economics, interna­
tional banking, agriculture, farmer sub­
sidies and a high oat-bran diet. Mr. 
Noriega finished his interview with the 
students by making a plea for the "law 
students of America, unite! You have no­
thing to lose but your change. " 
Dean Filvaroff expressed confidence 
that Mr. Noriega would be received kindly 
by the students and faculty at the school. 
Filvaroff described Noriega as a "unique 
civil libertarian with a new twist to Amer­
ican legal theory." Dean Filvaroff declined 
to comment on Noriega's salary or upon 
the institutional effect the new faculty 
member will have at SUNYAB-Law. 
''We'll have to wait for the Gourman Re­
port before anything definite can be said." 
Mr. Noriega's resume is classified and 
may not be seen in room 318. 
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Associate Dean Philip Halpern 
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In the tradition of SPY Magazine ... 




Prof. Fred Konefsky 
Prof. Olsen 
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The Scarecrow 
Sherman Hemsley 
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop 
Eleanor Roosevelt 
The Cowardly Lion 
Panic Sets In ... Dean Swears 
He Will Raise Bar Pass Rate . .. 
Dean David Filvaroff is really commit­
ted to raising UB's Bar Pass Rate which 
is currently in the 50 percential range. "By 
golly, this has got to work!!" This refer­
enced exclamation is because the Dean 
has approved a plan to send subliminal 
messages to the entire law student body 
during their three year stint at UB. All law 
students will begin to hear messages as 
they daydream in class, eat bagels in the 
walk-a-way cafe, read The Generation in 
the Law Library, study in carrels, sit in (or 
in front of) the Law Library or are present 
anywhere in the law school. 
The SUB-LIME Corp. which sold the 
package to the Dean had great success 
trying it out on ol' Dave himself. Respond­
ing to the subliminal messages of "Buy 
me ... buy me" the Dean committed to 
a three year trial period package. 
So as not to waste it away ... the mes­
sages will begin today! 
So ... listen up in lectures and through­
out the day for these sample messages : 
For former section three Third years: 
"Forget about CONTORTS .. . you'll pass 
the bar . .. " 
For all First years: "You will get Q's 
and ... like them ... " 
For Corporations and \'.'Jail Street stu­
dents: "You deserve to be rich .. . greed 
is good ... and you will pass the bar." 
Professor Carr Brought In 
On Polyester Charges 
On April 1, 1990, local police illegally 
searched the home of Professor Charles 
Carr and seized twenty-four polyester 
suits. The Buffalo Police Department has 
alleged that Professor Carr received these 
suits as a bribe from the K-Mart stores 
President so that he would appear on na­
tion wide television as their polyester 
spokesperson and design advisor for 
1989. 
by Polly Esther 
Dean Filvaroff, the Law School faculty 
and other prominent community officials 
are outraged that a member of the faculty 
was arrested and denied his fourth 
amendment rights against illegal 
searches and seizures. The University has 
scheduled an emergency meeting to dis­
cuss whether Professor Carr should ac­
cept K-Mart's lucrative offer. 
Because of the embarassing publicity, 
Join The 
Fletcher Lee Fan Club 
Activities To Be 
Discussed At The 
First Meeting Include: 
• Auction of Fletcher 
Lee's Wardrobe for 
Charity including the 
famous Italian Loafers 
• Seminar on getting into 
the large law firm 
John Licata, Pres. 
Errol Meidinger, 
Honorary Vice President 
Our Hero 
For Debtor/Creditor students: "You 
may not pass this course ... but, you will 
pass the bar ... " 
In Carr's Evidence class: "Study evi­
dence (again) and you will pass the bar." 
In front of the library: "You deserve to 
be a lawyer ... you will pass the bar." 
In Human Sex seminar: "You may be 
sexually frustrated ... but you will pass 
the bar .. . hang in there." 
For Lou's Tax students: "Tax is not on 
the bar . .. so you will pass the bar ... " 
To students in the Early Bird Bar Review 
Sessions: "What are you doing 
here??!! ... You will pass the bar ... " 
Local department store owners, em­
ployers and sex therapists rave about the 
success subliminal messages have in 
their respective areas. "Subliminal mes­
sages have cut down on shoplifting, 
raised the level of employee productivity 
and boosted lots of sex drive ... so why 
shouldn't UB Law Students benefit from 
them too?" said an enthusiastic Dean Fil­
varoff. Word has it ... that Pieper and 
Bar/Bri in their true corporate way are also 
marketing individual totable BAR REVIEW 
"walkmans" for the subliminally anal law 
student. And, even more exciting, Audrey 
Kosielniak is having special subliminal 
messages in the CDO office . .. "Don't 
panic ... you will find a job . .. someone 
will hire you . . . you will find a job ... " 
Professor Carr has received a letter from 
the Dean of Howard University (his alma 
mater) threatening to revoke his degree. 
"Howard University is surprised and hor­
rified that one of our distinguished 
graduates wears polyester," stated the 
Dean. The Buffalo Law School faculty be-
lieves that Professor Carr is underpaid 
and has offered to buy him a new wa·rd­
robe and patio doors. 
Professor Carr's bail has been set at 
$200,000 dollars and he is scheduled to 
be arraigned on May 20, 1990 .. Unfortu­
nately, the Law School will be conducting 
its graduation and the professor will have 
no available moral support. Nonetheless, 
he will be appearing on the Geraldo show 
to discuss the upcoming trial. 
"I am not a polyester fan and I won't 
make any further statements without my 
attorney being present," said Professor 
Carr. 
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FBI Recruitment Efforts RenewStudent Protests 
In an overwhelming display of support manner, student fees used to staff the 
and solidarity, approximately one hun­ CDO, are seen by the protestors as 
dred law students gathered in front of the facilitating discriminatory hiring prac­
Career Development Office on Wednes­ tices. 
day, March 21st to protest the presence Accordin~ to Troy Oeschner, a National 
of FBI representatives on campus. Vice President of the National Lawyer's 
Guild, "this discrimination and the resultsby Bruce Brown, News Editor & of institutional discrimination fall 
Maria Germani, Staff Writer squarely on the shoulders of (UB Presi­
dent) Steven Sample. He has the power 
to overturn this position. He has a clear 
authority under New York State law to 
prohibit FBI and other discriminatory re­
cruiters from coming on campus." 
While FBI representatives held an infor­
mation session in Room 106 of the law 
school, the protestors provided a tele­
phone "hot line" outside of the classroom 
to allow students the opportunity to per­
sonally call UB President Steven Sam­
ple's office and voice their opposition to 
· the presence of the FBI representatives. 
Although the FBI representatives were 
aware of the protest, no effort was made 
by any protestors to disrupt the informa­
tion session or to physically prevent or 
FBI Recruiter Mary Devon obstruct the recruitment. 
According to Dean Filvaroff, "studentsThe Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
demonstrated peacefully to express theirthe Judge Advocate General Corp. are 
strongly held views and feelings as it istwo employers often confronted with pro­
their acknowledged right to do. At thetests when they attempt to recruit at the 
same time, the FBI representatives wereLaw School. Both United States govern­
able to make their presentation and con­ment employers have explicit policies 
duct interviews without disruption or in­which preclude the hiring of physically 
terference as they are entitled to do underdisabled persons, persons over 35 years 
·university regulations. For myself, I amof age, or men and women .who de­
proud and pleased that students caremonstrate a "propensity" to engage in 
deeply about issues of discrimination andhomosexual activity. According to an Oc­
exclusion. That also is as it should be."tober 22, 1989 article in the New York 
Audrey Koscielniak, who as director ofTimes, the presence of homosexuals in 
CDO is often caught between the conflict­the military is "legally the most sensitive 
ing policies of the Law School faculty andpersonnel problem facing the American 
the university administration, said of themilitary today". 
protestors, "They conducted a veryThe law students' concern is focused proper demonstration of their views. We 
on the discriminatory practices of the FBI 
should be listening to what their concerns
and the JAG Corp., and in particular, the 
are."fact that the Law School is required to Unlike last year's blockade, which suc­
extend to them the use of the Career De­
cessfully prevented the FBI from recruit-
velopment Office and its facilities. In this 
Housing Project Funds A waited 
On March 8, 1990 Delta Development presently idle. CAIC is a non-profit organi­
announced that it made an application to zation that serves as a liaison between 
the New York State Housing Trust Fund the community and area organizations 
Turnkey Program for a grant of $3,122,584 that offer services to those in need. In ad­
to rehabilitate a portion of vacant prop­ dition it offers to the community such ser­
erty into 36 family apartments. Delta is a vices as transportation for senior citizens 
not-for-profit development company de­ and those with disabilities, operates a 
dicated to developing homes for low and food pantry, sponsors block clubs and 
moderate income families throughout the neighborhood crime watch organiza­
eightcountiesofWestern NewYork. Play­ tions. 
ing an active role in the arrangement is 
the Low Income Housing Development Mr. Crabbe expressed the optimism felt 
Law Clinic operated by SU NY AB-Law and at the press conference, ··A recent study 
under the leadership of Professor George done by Professor Henry L. Taylor, Jr., of 
M. Hezel. Making the announcement at the State University of New York at Buf­
the on-site press conference were Mon­ falo, contains a challenge to all of us to 
signor Henry J. Gugino, president of Delta do something about the blighting condi­
Development of Western New York, Inc., tions that exist on Buffalo's East Side. By 
Mr. John S. Crabbe, Delta project director procuring state funding for the construc­
and Mrs. Rosa Gibson, president of the tion of 36 units of quality family housing 
Community Action Information Center we can take a positive step forward on 
(CAIC). The application has not been ap­ the East Side." 
proved as of March 28, 1990. Professor Hezel described some of the 
central differences between the Masten 
Square Apartments and previous low-in­by John B. Licata 
come housing efforts in Buffalo. "I'm thril­Staff Writer led because we have strong community 
The property, located at 564 Dodge involvement through CAIC which makes 
Street, is presently owned by the Catholic this project a model for community de­
Diocese of Buffalo which has agreed to velopment instead of development from 
sell a portion of the property to Delta De­ on high." Hezel stressed the importance 
velopment. Masten Square Apartments of low-income family housing which has 
will utilize 3.1 acres of the 7.2 acre site (co111i1111ed 011 pa11e 3) 
ing, this year's action was non-disruptive. 
Chanting "hey hey, ho ho, Steven Sample 
has got to go", the protestors gathered in 
front of the CDO office to denounce the 
policies of the university president, which 
have forced the Law School to allow em­
ployers with hiring practices in conflict 
with the faculty's anti-discrimination pol­
icy to use our facilities. 
Dave Steinberg, a law student who ob­
served the protest said of the protestors, 
"They certainly have a right to protest -
in scope, "This isn't just happening at UB. 
Over half a dozen schools are currently 
engaged in battles on the issue. An out­
growth of this institutional discrimination 
is the private and public harassment of 
individual members of our legal commu­
nity, i.e. Sharon McKenzie . . . These 
institutional policies perpetuate stereo­
types." 
The protestors concluded by singing a 
homegrown version of the Battle Hymn 
of the Republic which proclaimed their 
readiness to fight discrimination. The 
highly popular chorus went - "Discrimi­
nation is an evil/ Discrimination is an evil 
/ Steven Sample is a weasel / cause he 
Protesters gather outside CDO 
it's their freedom of expression. I thought 
they were a lot more responsible this 
year. Last year they barred the doors." 
Troy Oeschner emphasized that the 
anti-discrimination movement is national lets it go on here" 
Buffalo Development Confere nee 
to be Held April 5th and 6th 
How will Buffalo communities fare in controversial and challenging column, 
the 1990s and beyond? What role can Buf­ "Along the Color Line." The series of ar­
falo community leaders and organiza­ ticles is published in over 150 newspapers 
tions play in shaping today's changes and in the U.S., England, the Caribbean and 
Buffalo's future? These issues and others India. 
will be addressed this Thursday and Fri­ An influential spokesperson for Black 
day, April 5th and 6th, at a conference and progressive policies in legislative cir­
here at UB Law School. As part of the cles, Dr. Marable is an advisor to mem­
Mitchell Lecture Series, UB Law School bers of the Congressional Black Caucus, 
will host the event exploring "Buffalo and for various state and local Black and 
Change & Community." The conference progressive public officials. He has held 
will be an examination of the recent his­ workshops on political organizing and 
tory of community organization and de­ public affairs education for labor groups, 
velopment, and a look ahead to commu­ political associations and civil rights or­
nity based strategies for change in Buf­ ganizations. 
falo. The conference will be an opportunity 
to reinforce the link between the law 
by Maria Germani school and Buffalo communities, and as 
Prof. Pitegoff, put it, "will illustrate a role 
The conference is an outgrowth of the the law school and legal community can 
Community Economic Development play in law school and community de­
Clinic at UB, headed by Prof. Peter velopment." It is part of a plan to help out 
Pitegoff. Prof. P.itegoff hopes the gather­ real community needs. In addition to the 
ing will provide mpmentum for the clinic conference, the Buffalo Law Review is 
in the future. Pane1 discussions and small publishing a special issue in the Fall of 
group workshops will combine the per­ 1990 entitled "Buffalo - Change & Com­
spectives of local community leaders, munity." The conference is open to the 
scholars, and national experts in commu­ public at no charge and students are 
nity organization and development. strongly encouraged to attend. It is a good 
The conference will offer an exciting opportunity for them to learn much about 
and unusual collection of people, whom Buffalo and where their community sits. 
Prof. Pitegoff has called "nuts and bolts 
government folks with a real sense of 
equity and creativity." Community ac­
tivists, nationally renown scholars and 
people active in the arts will all participate 
in the event. 
The keynote speaker will be Dr. Man­
ning Marable, a distinguished professor 
of Political Science and Sociology at the 
University of Colorado, Center for the 
Study of Race and Ethnicity in America. 
Dr. Marable is a dynamic and prolific 
scholar/activist. He is well known for his 




Fellow Law Students, 
I am Taunya Hannibal and I am running 
for SBA President. 
I believe that I am the most qualified 
candidate for SBA President. Experience 
is my main qualification. During under­
grad at Canisius, I was elected President 
for two organizations. I also held Vice­
President for an organization and two 
treasury positions. Currently, I am the 
SBA Treasurer. 
As SBA Treasurer, I am familiar with 
how SBA functions. SBA must work 
closely with the Administration and stu­
dents. 
If elected President, I would strengthen 
SBA by continuing to support projects 
that reflect the concerns of the student 
body. I realize that some students want 
changes. I will listen to all suggestions 
and feedback. Because I am open minded, 
I can lend an ear to all student causes. 
I know that holding the position of SBA 
President will be time consuming. I feel 
that I am well organized and can handle 
the responsibilities. Most importantly, I 
want to help create an active and exciting 
school atmosphere for all students. 
Please vote for Taunya Hannibal as SBA 
President. 
Norbert Higgins 
I came to U.B. Law because it is an inex­
pensive state law school with a good repu­
tation that will hopefully provide me with 
a solid legal education. I am running for 
S.B.A. Executive Board President because 
there are a number of issues that aggra­
vate me and the students I want to repre­
sent. 
We want to help Get The Politics Out Of 
Law. The acceptable ideologyatthis school 
shrinks by the semester as pressure groups 
limitthe parameters of debate and oppor­
tunity, claiming their money should not 
fund programs they dislike. If this contin­
ues, as S.B.A. President I would move to 
withdraw funding from every group and 
program, since the ideologyofevery group 
is going to be repugnant to somebody. If 
this school can't be dogmatic about toler­
ance, the whole rotten mess should be 
trashed and everyone can spend their 
student fees as they see fit . 
There is a disturbing propensity among 
many students and faculty here to view 
America, its legal system, and life in gen­
eral as nothing but a front for oppression 
and inequality. While Critical Legal Stud­
ies and the reasoning behind the recent 
protests raise some valid points about our 
system, the movement seems to me analo­
gous to the fable of the blind men and the 
elephant; but in this case the blind men 
scrutinize only the elephant's ass. Many 
students do notwant their career opportu­
nities to be limited by pressure groups to 
Public Interest, Gay Rights, and scarce 
teaching jobs. As S.B.A. President, I would 
ensure that the media and the legal estab­
lishment hear the other side of the story. 
There seems to be a great deal of apathy 
about the S.B.A., and few directors have 
said anything worth hearing this year. If I 
am elected, not only will next year be 
entertaining, but students will get to know 
all they could want about the proposals, 
debates, and voting record of the S.B.A. 
CAMPAIGN POINTS AND PROPOSALS 
I.The minutes of every S.B.A. meeting 
should be photocopied and posted in a 
prominent place so students can find 
out how representatives are spending 
student funds. 
2.Ties should be strengthened with the 
National Bar associations and the Erie 
County BarAssociation. U.B. Law should 
be more a part of the national establish­
ment, not the isolated outpost of a dying 
ideology shared only with Fidel Castro 
and the millionaire's schools. 
3.More career and academic counseling is 
needed for first-year students, many of 
whom are 'flying blind' when it comes to · 
career possibilities, specialization, and 
the quality of their professors. 
4.The Faculty Statement sucks and we're 
sick of it already. 
5.A Buffalo Tax Law Society should be 
started. 
6.Continue pressuring the faculty to get 
grades released faster. We read thou­
sands of pages, they should do likewise, 
especially considering they are paid well 
for it. 
7.The H-Q grading system is a good idea, 
but the faculty should be persuaded to 
describe the Q range in a more appeal­
ing fashion than "within the normal 
range of professionally qualified work." 
8.Since The Opinion publishes about half 
the issues it should; and since half these 
issues are filled with movie reviews, 
anti-Catholic cartoons, and the petulant 
ravings of peevish leftists; and since 
twice as many issues are printed than 
are actually read; funding for the news­
paper should be cut in half. 
9.National Lawyer's Guild funding should 
be withdrawn. 
IQ.Half of the funding for the Prison Assis­
tance Task Force should be- donated to 
someone who has been robbed, beaten, 
raped, or otherwise fucked over by the 
dregs of society. 
Think for yourself, vote for Norbert Hig­




I, John B. Licata, am interested in work­
ing as Vice-President of the SBA in order 
to further some of the projects I feel need 
support and direction in the Law School 
Community. 
Among the projects I support are the 
Loan Assistance Repayment Plan (LRAP), 
BPILP's efforts at obtaining student 
monetary support for fellow students in­
terested in summer public interest in­
ternships, repeal of the Faculty State­
ment, activating the Law School Alumni 
to facilitate career planning of present law 
students. 
My qualifications for this position are 
basically my ability to work under pres­
sure, smile when I want to sfrangle some­
body, and determination to get a real an­
swer from faculty members. 
Secretary Candidates 
Jerri Zang 
To My Fellow Students: 
I am running for the position of Secre­
tary of the Student Bar Association (SBA). 
I am interested in doing so because as a 
first year law student, I have benefitted 
from the various organizations and 
events the SBA sponsors. Thus, I want to 
participate in what the SBA does to fulfill 
its responsibilites to the students of this 
Law School to give back a little of what I 
·have received. 
As a student here at Buffalo, I have had 
the opportunity to work in various organi­
zations at the Law School and at the Uni­
versity of Buffalo in general. I currently 
work, among many other students, as an 
editor on In The Public Interest and act as 
Treasurer for the Asian/American Law 
Students Association . Also, I work as an 
Assistant Hall Director in the under­
graduate dormitories in the Ellicott Com­
plex. As a Hall Director, _I am responsible 
for supervising a staff of 16 Resident Ad­
visors (RAs) in conjunction with another 
Hall Director, establishing disciplinary 
procedures, programming requirements, 
and responsibilities for my staff, inter­
viewing RA applicants, and conducting 
job performance evaluations for my RAs. 
Being in a dormitory that provides space 
for cultural, educational, and entertain­
ment events, I must communicate with 
many different organizations, and try to 
handle their needs regarding financial 
help, equipment requirements, and space 
allocation. Furthermore, I work as an As­
sistant Prosecutor for the University's stu­
dent judiciary. I represent the University 
in prosecuting cases concerning all non­
academic matters. In my undergraduate 
university, I worked as a resident advisor, 
a teaching assistant for statistics, a com­
puter consultant, a typist, and a dancer 
for a Chinese dance troupe, among other 
jobs, and was active in various student 
organizations. Between graduating col­
lege and starting here in Buffalo, I worked 
13 months as a paralegal in New York 
City. As a paralegal I had to do legal re­
search and statistical analysis and handle 
al I types of correspondence to clients and 
to attorneys. 
I believe that my broad work and ex­
tracurricular experiences would allow me 
to be a productive Secretary for the SBA. 
Coordinating meetings, handling paper­
work and maintaining correspondence, 
and working with various interest groups 
and individuals are some of the skills that 
I have had to develop and use to work 
successfully in my different jobs. I believe 
these skills will be useful for an individual 
contemplating the Secretary position. I 
hope you think so too and will vote for me. 




My name is Brian Carso and I am asking 
to be elected Treasurer of the SBA. As a 
first-year class director of the SBA, I have 
become familiar with many law school 
organizations, and the process by which 
they are funded . Previous experiences 
both in graduate school and in "the work­
ing world" have taught me how to ad­
minister a budget. I look forward to being 
part of an enthusiastic SBA Executive 
Board next year, and I would appreciate 
your vote. 
Buffalo Public Interest Law Program Announces Summer Internships 
The Buffalo Public Interest Law Pro-
gram (BPILP) has announced the agencies 
that have been selected to receive BPILP 
funded summer interns. They are: Farm-
worker's Legal Services; Legal Services 
for the Elderly, Disabled or Disadvantaged; 
Neighborhood Legal Services; Volunteer 
Lawyers Project; Legal Aid of Buffalo -
Criminal Appeals Bureau and the New 
York State Division of Human Rights 
Office of Aids Discrimination Issues. 
by Chris Thomas and 
Kathleen Welch 
The following is a brief description of 
each agency: 
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1. Farmworker's Legal Services is a 
statewide law firm that provides legal 
assistance to migrant and seasonal farm-
workers. The migrant population is 60% 
African-American, 30% Hispanic, 10% are 
Haitian and from other Central American 
countries. 
These farmworkers live in isolated la­
bor camps. These camps lack telephones 
and workers seldom have access to trans­
portation. Contact with lawyers or other 
service providers is through outreach to 
labor camps. During the season (May -
November) the legal staff of the program 
conduct outreach trips, providing legal 
education and information to farmwork-
ers. 80% of all cases are developed during 
the outreach trips to the camps. 
The intern will fully participate in staff 
meetings, case review meetings, intake 
and outreach. 
2. Legal Services for the Elderly. Dis-
abled or Disadvantaged is an area pro-
vide~ of free legal services. The legal is-
sues to which the organization provides 
priority attention are health law (including 
Medicare appeals, Medicaid appeals, 
Medicaid-related spousal support matters, 
home health care matters, and privat-e 
health insurance), Social Security old age 
and survivor benefits, and housing prob-
terns for the residents of the City of Buf-
falo. 
The clients served by the program will 
be residents of Erie, Cattaraugus, 
Chautauqua and Allegany Counties and 
the Seneca Nation of Indians. 
The intern will participate in directclient 
contact, case strategy sessions, adminis-
trative law hearings, and investigation and 
preparation of cases for court and admin-
istrative hearings. 
3. Neighborhood Legal Services is the 
largest provider of civil legal services to 
the poor in Erie County. It employs 22 
attorneys in four substantive units: Ad-
m inistrative Entitlements, Disability Law, 
Housing Law and Family Law. This sum-
merthe BPILP intern will work in the Family 
Law Unit. 
The Family Law Unit specializes in the 
representation of batteredwomen and also 
represents a significant number of clients 
in complex custody matters. The intern, 
under the supervision of unit staff, will 
(cominuedonpage5) 
Thin Blue Line Subject Details Prison Ordeal 
On Monday, March 26, the Amnesty In­
ternational Legal Support Network, as 
part of Human Rights Week, presented 
the film The Thin Blue Line. In conjunction 
with the film Randell Adams, who is the 
real-life subject of the film, gave a brief 
talk, and fielded a number of questions 
from the audience. 
by Andrew Culbertson 
Managing Editor 
The Thin Blue Line, written and directed 
by Errol Morris, is a documentary depict-
Randell Adams 
ing events that led to the arrest and con­
viction of Adams for the shooting of a 
Dallas police officer in 1976. Initially, 
Adams was sentenced to death and, al­
though this sentence was overturned, he 
ended up serving 12 and 1/2 years in 
prison. The only problem was that 
Adams, if the film is to be believed, never 
committed the crime ofwhich he was con­
victed. 
As the film makes painfully clear, the 
case against Adams was based more 
upon convenience than truth. The police 
officer, Robert Wood, and his partner had 
stopped a car which had been driving 
without its headlights. As Wood ap­
proached the driver's window, he was 
shot five times while his partner remained 
in the car. 
What followed the shooting is a virtu­
ally unbelievable chronology of misiden­
tification, constitutional abuse, and judi­
cial and prosecutorial misconduct. The 
driver of the stopped car, David Harris, 
when questioned by the police, impli­
cated Adams, who had hitched a ride with 
_Harris on the day of the murder. Harris, 
as it turns out, should have been the 
prime suspect (at the end of the movie, 
Harris all but admits his guilt in a taped 
interview). Not only had Harris stolen 
both the car and the murder weapon, but 
he had bragged to his friends about hav­
ing killed a police officer. Nevertheless, 
the police arrested Adams, who insisted 
that Harris had dropped him off at his 
(Adams) motel hours before the crime 
was supposed to have occurred. 
Following his arrest, Adams was denied 
access to an attorney, interrogated for 
hours on end, and ultimately threatened 
at gunpoint to sign a bogus confession 
(which he refused to do). The case against 
Adams was so weak that several days into 
the trial, every television station in Dallas 
was of the opinion that Adams was inno­
cent. Unfortunately for Adams, and this 
procedural irregularity is left unexplained 
by the film, the prosecution spontane­
ously produced three eyewitnesses who 
all claimed to have seen Adams in the 
stopped car around the time of the shoot­
ing. Although the defense eventually un­
covered facts which discredited most of 
this testimony, by this time the witnesses 
had mysteriously left town. In light of this 
latter fact, the judge, who the film por­
trays as biased toward the prosecution, 
wouldn't allow this evidence to be pre­
sented to the jury. 
Adams was ultimately convicted and 
sentenced to death. On an appeal to the 
U.S. Supreme Court (which was based on 
grounds of improper jury selection), his 
death sentence was overturned, and his 
sentence reduced to life imprisonment. 
Following a lengthy appeals process, he 
was eventually released from prison in 
1988. 
Adams, somewhat refreshingly, did not 
come to UB to promote the film, or even 
offer high praise for what it did for his 
case. His talk was quite candid and 
touched on a range of subjects that in­
cluded his views on the death penalty, his 
experience in prison, and some of the 
other procedural irregularities that sur­
rounded his conviction. 
Since the audience was comprised 
mainly of law students, a number of ques­
tions specifically addressed the role that 
attorneys had played in his case. He de­
scribed his trial attorney as having done 
"the best he could in a bad situation", but 
pointed out some disturbing facts about 
his attorney's relationship with the pro­
secutor. Not only did they both graduate 
in the same law school class, but they 
regularly played golf together. Appa­
rently, his attorney was of the somewhat 
exaggerated belief that the prosecutor 
was "the best attorney in the world." 
While Adams was certainly grateful for 
whatthe film did for his case, he was quick 
to point out that "he wasn't going to win 
his release out of a theater." He estimated 
that the film upped his release by about 
five years, and gave more credit to the 
work done by his appellate attorney than 
to the movie itself. 
To Adams' credit, he appears to have 
made the most of an awful experience. 
During his stay in what Newsweek once 
described as the worst prison in the na­
tion's worst prison system, Adams stayed 
busy, actually earning his college degree. 
Since his release, he has done the talk 
show circuit, travelled abroad to speak on 
the issue of human rights, and was even 
Faculty Adopts Late Grades Resolution 
On Friday, March 23rd, the third faculty 
meeting of the Spring semester was held. 
The first item on the agenda was the late 
submission of grade!'l by many faculty 
members. The grade deadline for the Fall 
semester is February 15th - a deadline 
the faculty self-imposed a few years ago 
to address the same dilemma. (The orig­
inal deadline was sometime in late Janu­
ary.) This year, only half the grades were 
reported by February 15th. Last month a 
petition with several hundred student sig­
natures was given to Dean Filvaroff en­
dorsing the SBA's call for action concern­
ing late grades. 
by Maria Germani 
Stan Writer 
Due to the loud outcry particularly from 
first year law students, three members of 
the Student Bar Association were at hand 
to address the faculty to seek the best 
possible solution to the grading problem. 
First Year Directors Jim Maisano and 
Mark Hirschfield and Vice-President Jim 
Monroe each briefly spoke about the con­
cerns of their fellow law students regard­
ing this issue. The SBA members were 
received with wide support by the major­
ity of the faculty concerning students' dis­
content over late grades. After a lively dis­
cussion, the faculty overwhelmingly 
voted in favor (one nay vote) of a resolu­
tion which is hoped to cure the recurring 
late submission of grades. The resolution 
calls on the Dean to distribute a 
memorandum to each faculty member 
Housing Project 
been largely "ignored by other develop­
ers in the area ... kids are hard on prop­
erty." Most of the low-income housing on 
the East Side caters to the elderly occup­
ant, a tenant known for low impact living 
and easy transition maintenence. 
Hezel gives credit largely to the stu­
dents working on the project, Delta for 
backing the requirements ofCAIC, and the 
Diocese for providing the property at a 
fraction of its value. Masten Square's 
upon completion of the first semester, re-
minding them of the February 15th dead-
line to report students' grades and the 
detrimental consequences to students for 
failure to do so. After the deadline, 
another memorandum will be distributed 
announcing any culprits who failed to 
meet the deadline. The resolution applies 
tocoursesonly-seminarsareexcepted. 
Dean Filvaroff spoke briefly about the 
effects of the late reporting of grades on 
students: the Financial Aid Office oper-
ates on the need for grades to be reported 
by February 1st. Students' financial aid is 
thus jeopardized by tardy grades. While 
there are mechanical ways things can be 
worked out, there have been incidents 
whereby, because grades were not 
posted on time, students' financial aid has 
been jeopardized, Dean Filvaroff finds 
February 15th a "generous deadline." 
According to Jim Maisano, some first 
year law students have encountered em-
ployment problems because of late 
grades. Prospective employers granted 
interviews contingent upon their receipt 
of a student's transcript, but because 
some grades were submitted late, oppor-
tunities were lost. 
The SBA's serious, yet unconfronta-
tional approach was very effective. Mon-
roe called attention to the unneccessary 
anxiety many first year students experi-
ence. "The [February 15th] deadline 
should be strictly enforced for first year, 
first semester students." Mark Hirschfield 
asked the faculty to work with the SBA 
on developing a solution. He noted, "we 
proximity to Deaconess Hospital, the Sci­
ence Magnet School, and Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Park provide advantages to the 
residents of the area and will hopefully 
generate a sense of community among 
the residents of the development. Ulti­
mately, the apartment complex will be 
owned by CAIC and managed by James 
Management Corporation, a minority 
management firm which will provide at 
least twice the state required level of ap­
prenticeships for minorities interested in 
want to work with you." 
Several faculty members proposed 
various enforcement mechanisms to as-
sure compliance with the February 15th 
deadline. Prof. Ken Joyce, a self-pro-
claimed frequent violator of the deadline, 
proposed a strategy which worked for 
him, in effect, when he taught at Albany 
Law School. At Albany, no grades were 
posted unless all grades were submitted 
by the faculty. Pressure from colleagues 
as well as students was incentive enough 
to meet the deadline. Lee Albert, a 
graduate of Yale Law School, interjected 
that a similar policy was in effect at Yale 
and that he did not receive grades for his 
first semester until May. 
A few faculty members brought up sev-
eral factors which contributed to the delay 
of grades, such as grading the exams of 
students with special needs, and correct-
ing exams in a manner that explains the 
basis of the grade (as opposed to a graded 
exam with no comments.) Prof. 
Newhouse strongly objected to this last 
statement, noting that it was not a neces-
sary tradeoff. He referred to the responsi-
bility of professors to provide meaningful 
input and comments when grading exam-
inations. Prof. Finley called for meaning-
ful sanctions to enforce the February 15th 
deadline. Prof. Freeman, finding the Feb-
ruary 15th deadline "much more than 
generous,". cautioned against sanctions 
- calling them ."qelicate and difficult." 
"You're jumping into a can of worms if 
you discuss sanctions." 
from page 1 
management. 
There is plenty of local support for the 
project including State Senator Anthony 
M. Masiello, Assemblyman Arthur 0. Eve, 
Buffalo Common Councilman David Col­
lins, and Catholic Bishop Edward D. Head. 
This coalition represents the diverse ele­
ments involved in the development and 
will hopefully convey the sense of neces­
sity for such a project in the depressed 
East Side of Buffalo. 
scheduled to testify on the death penalty 
before the New York State Legislature. 
By Adams' own admission, however, 
he is still unable to sit down and con­
template what has happened to him. One 
of the reasons he enjoys talking about his 
experience is because it helps him to cope 
with it. When one looks beyond the movie, 
the media appearances, and the semi­
celebrity status Adams has achieved, one 
sees a very normal individual. Yet, he is 
an individual who experienced, and sur­
vived an ordeal that no individual should 
ever have to endure. 
BUFFALO CHANGE & COMMUNITY 
Schedule of Events 
Thursday, April 5, 1990 
7:00 pm Keynote Address 
Dr. Manning Marable 




Welcome : David Filvaroff, Dean, 
UB Law School 
Introduction : Peter Pitegoff, UB Law 
School 
9:20am Panel Discussion #1: 
"Community Organization, Fragmenta­
tion and Change" 
Panel: John Mohawk, UB Department 
of American Studies; Barbara Banks, 
The Challenger; Susan Turner, Univer­
sity of Michigan 
Respondent: Ken Galdston, Merrimac 
Valley Project 
Moderator: Henry Taylor, UB Dept. of 
American Studies, Center for Applied 
Public Affairs Studies 
11:00am Small Group Meetings: 
Workshops will give conference partici­
pants an opportunity to discuss com­
munity based strategies for change in 
Buffalo, from four different perspectives: 
Group A: Community Organizing 
Panel: Bill Gaitor, Institute for People 
Enterprises; Dick Harmon, Brooklyn 
Ecumenical Cooperative; Ann Williams, 
Private Industry Council; Tony Luppino, 
Citizen Action of NY 
Respondent: Fr. Roderick Brown, 
Catholic Diocese of Buffalo 
Moderator: Stephanie Phillips, UB Law 
School 
Group B: Labor and Community 
Panel: Tom Monaghan, United Auto 
Workers Region 9; Lou Jean Fleron, Cor­
nell Institute for Industry Studies; 
Roger Cook, WNY Council on Occupa­
tional Safety and Health 
Respondent: Dan Swinney, Midwest 
Center for Labor Research 
Moderator: Larry Flood, Buffalo State 
College Dept. of Political Science 
Group C: Government and Local 
Development 
Panel: Sharon West, Erie County 
Dept. ofEnvironment and Planning ; 
Lee Smith, Industrial Cooperation 
Council; Larry Rubin , Buffalo Com­
missioner of Community Development 
Respondent: Jesse Nash, Canisius 
College 
Moderator: Frank Munger, UB Law 
School 
Group D: Community Economic 
Development 
Panel: Danis Gehl, Kensington-Bailey 
Neighborhood Housing Services; 
Charley Fisher, 78 Restoration Housing 
Corporation; Ken Sherman, Citizens' 
Alliance 
Respondent: Andrew Rudnick, Greater 
Buffalo Development Foundation 
Moderator: George Hezel, U B Law 
School 
1:15pm Panel Discussion #2: Community 
Capacity and Buffalo's Future 
Panel: Lorna Hill, Ujima Theater; James 
Pitts, Buffalo Common Council; Rick 
Hill, UB Dept. of American Studies; 
Bruno Freschi, Dean, UB School of 
Architecture and Planning 
Respondent: Richard Schramm, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Moderator: Michael Frisch, UB Depts. 
of History and American Studies 
3:15pm Further Questions and 
Concluding Remarks 
Peter Clavelle, Mayor, Burlington, 
Vermont ; Muhammad Kenyatta, UB 
Law School 
SBA ELECTIONS AND REFERENDUM 
APRIL 4 & 5 
Elections for Student Bar Association 
President, Vice-President, Secretary and 
Treasurer are being held Wednesday and 
Thursday, April 4 and 5 in front of the 
law school library. As part of this year's 
elections, a 'Referendum' is being held 
on the Grading Policy to be employed at 
this school. Further information on the 
SBA candidates and on the Grading Policy 
alternatives are contained in this issue. 
Uninformed consent is not consent at all. 
Be an informed voter. The SBA has an 
impact on the quality of life at this school 
not only for the coming year, but for ma, ,y 
years to come. 
April 4, 1990 The Opinion Page 3 
Phelan Scholarship Created 
A scholarship award has been created form of a twenty year annuity. The criteria Only 3 Days Left!! 
to honor Michael Phelan, a third year law for the selection of the recipients is still 
student who passed away suddenly last 
October. Michael transferred to UB at the 
start of the current academic year. Like 
many of us, he had returned to school 
some years after earning his under­
graduate degree. He was supporting him­
self by working two jobs, one of which 
was bartending. It was while on duty at 
that job that he died, possibly due to a 
head injury he had received four years 
earlier. 
While the obstacles he faced and the 
hectic schedule they necessitated pre­
vented Michael from pursuing many ex­
tracurricular activities, those who had the 
pleasure to know him also had the be­
nefits of his engaging personality and his 
obvious love of the law. His family history 
involved commitment not only to the pro­
fession of law and the vocation of justice, 
but also to the pursuit of these idea Is in 
the field of public service. It was clearly 
important to Michael as well; it was how 
he viewed the law. 
by Kevin S. Doyle 
In order to honor Michael and assist 
those attending law school under similar 
circumstances, the Hibernian Law Society 
has created a scholarship fund in his 
name. The scholarship will be awarded 
each year to an incoming student, who 
will receive $100 at the start of each of 
his three years in law school to help de­
fray expenses. Professor Ken Joyce is as­
sisting in the structuring of the scholar­
ship fund, which will probably take the 
being determined, but the award will be 
open to all persons who have been offi­
cially accepted and have matriculated at 
the Ur.iversity at Buffalo School of Law. 
In order to have the award in place for 
Fall, 1990, the Hibernians must raise ap­
proximately $2,700. At a Happy Hour last 
month, we raised $300 and the Phelan 
family has graciously pledged another 
$500. Mr. Steve Rubin, a representative 
of Bar-Bri, has generously donated one 
$750 discount and three $250 discounts 
on the full tuition of a Bar-Bri New York 
Bar Review Course to the Hibernians as 
raffle prizes. These donations will be fully 
assignable and can be used by any stu­
dent currently in the law school. If a stu­
dent has already paid for the Bar-Bri 
course, these discounts may be used to 
obtain a refund. 
I would urge everyone to support this 
worthy cause and take advantage of what 
ought to be pretty good raffle odds. Raffle 
ticket prices are still being worked out, but 
will probably cost around $3. Further in­
formation will be placed in everyone's 
mailbox in the very near future, if it hasn't 
been already. 
The Hibernians are also planning a 
Downtown cocktail reception for students 
and the local legal community sometime 
this semester and our First Annual Golf 
Outing at Elma Meadows during the last 
week of classes. Both events will benefit 
the Michael Phelan Scholarship Award 
fund. Please look for details of these 
events in your mailboxes and on the mes­
sage boards. 
The following errors were made in last issue's Grade Chart: 
1. The February 15th date was the deadline for submitting grades, not 
posting them. 
2. Professor Swartz's Family Law grades were in fact submitted on time 
for the deadline. 
3. Professor Newhouse's Comparative State Constitutional Law Grades 





BPILP WORK A DAY IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 
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PLEASE SHOW YOUR SUPPORT AND DONATE 
TO FUND SUMMER INTERNSHIPS 
PLEDGES ARE BEING TAKEN ON THE SECOND FLOOR, 
O'BRIAN HALL 
HELP THIS WORTHY PROGRAM CONTINUE! 
ATTENTION: dent Bar Association Board of Directors 
Law School Student Body that the administration has callously ap­
propriated the Fourth Floor StudentIN RESPONSE TO THE LAW SCHOOL 
Lounge for computer set-up and trainingADMINISTRATION'S DECISION TO SEIZE 
of administrative staff.THEFOURTHFLOORSTUDENTLOUNGE 
We are appalled that this action wasFOR THEIR OWN PURPOSES, DESPITE 
taken, in light of the SBA resolution op­AN SBA RESOLUTION TO THE CON­
posing the misuse of our student loungeTRARY, THE SBA HAS SENT THE FOL­
in this way. Not only is this seizure com­LOWING LETTER TO DEAN FILVAROFF, 
pletely insensitive to student needs nearDEAN COOK, DEAN HALPERN, DEAN 
the final examination period, but arrog­SCHLEGEL, DEAN CARREL AND DEAN 
antly disrespectful of the voice of the stu­NEWELL. WE HOPE THAT YOU WILL 
dent body.SHOW YOUR SUPPORT IN OPPOSITION 
The SBA demands immediate return ofTO THIS GROSS INJUSTICE BY JOINING 
the lounge or, in the alternative, that otherTHE SBA IN ANY AND ALL ACTIONS 
space be provided for student use. If thisTAKEN AGAINST THE ADMINISTRATION 
situation is not rectified at once, students SHOULD THEY REFUSE TO COMPLY 
will be compelled to take direct action.WITH OUR REQUEST. 
The SBA expects an immediate resolu­
tion to this situation. 
Dear Dean Filvaroff: Sincerely, 
It has come to the attention of the Stu- The Student Bar Association 
rt ur 
CPLR Mini-Review: 
Date: SATURDAY, APRIL 7TH 
Time: 11AM TO 5PM 
Place: ROOM 109 
BAR REVIEW 
An Overview of New York Practice and Procedure 
Page 4 The Opinion April 4, 1990 
Get an early start on New York Practice and 
Procedure (CPLR) and get an early start on the 
New York Bar Exam. 
Prof. Miller's course on New York Practice will be 
offered live in New York City and on audio- or video­
tape in locations throughout the United States. 
For further information, contact your local 
BAR/BRI representative, or: 
BAR/BRI 
415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62 
New York, NY 10001 
212/594-3696 
The H/Q: A Gag Prize Behind Door Number Three 
ma list can coast through a course and getHoudini once said there wasn't a 
the same C grades, and probably numer­shackle he couldn't get out of. Ronald 
ous B's due to the somewhat spurious,Reagan had a similar teflon quality. 
subjective nature of the grading activityLikewise, chasing down the arguments in 
itself. The high achiever will most oftensupport of the H/Q grading system is 
get a B for exorbitant sacrifices, whenevermuch like trying to pick up a tomato seed 
she narrowly misses the A grade.with a fork. But it can be done once you 
The H/Q system lacerates the 'highdebunk the myth about the value of the 
achiever' who has made an exorbitantQ grade. The Q is a C, ipso facto. It is 
explicitly defined as sacrifice, but falls just short of the H. Thata C in the legend 
student gets a C instead of a B. The mes­which accompanies every transcript sent 
sage here is clear. And that messag~ has out by this schdol: "Q Qualified - Pro­
the word "chump" written all over ii. Forfessionally qualified work within the NOR­
this reason the H/Q system is dishonest. MAL RANGE of performance" (emphasis 
For this reason, it creates a disincentiveadded). The Grading Committee Report 
for students to bust their tail for a high(GCR), which proposed the H/Q system 
grade, and it fosters mediocrity andand explained the rationale behind it, de­
minimalism because you can sleepfines the Q as: "A qualified grade (which) 
re­ through a semester and get the same Cindicates the minimal performance 
grade (in the form of a Q). The minimalismquired to complete the course satisfactor­
which it encourages is evidenced by theily" (GCR at 9, ~ 2). 
fact that, at the 'Grading Policy Forum', 
the central droning theme in defense ofby Gary B. Ketcham the H/Q was the argument that it enables 
Staff Writer the student to lay back in certain courses 
A few have argued that some prospec­ without being put under pressure. Al­
tive employers do not translate the Q as though this is no more true for the H/Q 
a C, but rather are lulled into believing than for the traditional grading system, 
the grade is a B or a hybrid thereof. This the perception reveals the minimalism 
is curious, since the proposition flies in which the H/Q conceptually fosters. 
the face of overwhelming evidence to the The GCR expressed faculty awareness 
contrary. The definition is explicit. The that the H/Q system created a synthetic 
norm, the average, represents a C. The elite class at the top of the heap due to 
argument that the Q somehow equivo­ the artificially monumental gap carved 
cates itself in to a B defies the simple logic out by the H/Q system in order to gener­
of the axiom that, "where there is am­ ously separate the H grades from the rest 
biguity, the document is to be interpreted of the pack. In fact, the Report cited as 
against the drafter, who was in a position one of the three "effects" of the H/Q grad­
to make it unequivocal." You needn't be ing system, the fact that it would "encour­
a psychoanalyst to figure out that the H/Q age students to strive mightily for an out­
system represents an attempt at systema­ standing grade in order to distinguish 
tic prevarication. This much everyone themselves from the mass of their col­
concedes. A prospective employer, con­ leagues" (GCR at 20, ~3) (emphasis 
fronted with a straight B student on one added). What blistering irony that the 
hand and a straight Q student on the most prevalent argument in defense of 
other, is going to rank the B student the H/Q is the contention that it mitigates 
higher. It's that simple. The pretentiously competition, while in fact, it ratchets up 
optimistic notion that the Q equivocates the competition in an all or nothing skir­
itself into a B is unconvincing sophistry. mish for the all important H grade. 
Perhaps a Lincoln anecdote would be A grading policy predicated on sys­
instructive: "If you call a tail a leg, how tematic prevarication designed to spawn 
many legs has a dog? Five? No; calling a and protect an elite class and a minimalist 
tail a leg don't make it a leg." The Q is a class, at the expense of a substantial 
C, ipso facto, and no amount of ab­ number of industrious students in-be-
racadabra incantations is going to change tween, is repugnant to a just mind. And 
that unfortunate fact. Once we come to the fact that this school has failed to rec-
grips with this unrelenting fact, we will ognize this injustice and rectify it, is much 
realize that both the 'high achiever' and to its discredit. 
the 'minimalist' are better served by the It is interesting to note that the GCR 
traditional grading system. The mini- was established "in response to expres-
COMMENTARY: 
Profession Needs Higher Consciousness 
During lunch at a yuppie pub, I over­ cause we will not recognize his right to 
heard an attorney say, "If a lawyer wants live them. It is, in my opinion, far better 
to win a case at trial, he doesn't look at to be loving than right, because life does 
the facts or the law to be applied, he finds not stand still. What is perceived absolute 
out how the game's going to be played." and right today, may seem barbaric and 
I do not object that this stranger was so absurd tomorrow. Every man, woman, 
witless, I do not object to that so much, I and child on this earth are in different 
object that he was so accurate. stages of evolving. Which of these can 
anyone say is right? The law's responsi­
Socrates said, " Dear is Plato, but dearer bility must be to protect everyone's right 
still is truth." Dear are the clever to evolve and to see that he learns his 
strategems of the legal professior;i, but lessons well. Our nation's watchword 
dearer still are those who must live the bears this timeless perception, e pluribus 
consequences of these maneuvers. Too unum, " one out of many, or unity out of 
many lawyers have identifed with the diversity." To achieve this, our lawmakers 
mighty and cunning, rather than the sim­ must develop compassion. This is not the 
ple, ordinary citizens who daily face prob­ same as a sentimental attachment to 
lems that seemingly defy solutions. mankind, but rather a mode of conduct, 
an attitude, a rescue by considerate, con­
sistent rules. No matter how chaotic and by Jerri B. Gordon 
confused and weak the masses may ap­
It has been said that if lawyers did not pear to be, they are infinitely good and 
'speak in tongues,' they would be out of wise, simply needing laws and leaders to 
work. I disagree. Success does not come nourish this greatness. 
to the profession by way of complicated If little men are allowed to continue to 
language or sentence structure, it comes undermine the whole structure and mis­
from practicing law with integrity, skill use the laws that gave them birth, we will 
and compassion. Advocate is from the surely not endure in a civilized manner 
Latin, advocatus, which means "one sum­ much longer. When the legal structure 
moned to aid." Until mankind recognizes has been satiated, whether by greed or 
he truly is his brother's keeper, there will ignorance or self righteousness, the 
always be a need for advocates to help "poor in spirit" will always pay the price. 
untangle the inequalities in which men Law, like the mind, is a powerful tool, but 
find themselves. when turned on itself, can become a 
The power of the law must be used to dangerous weapon. Ruthless pedants 
confront the injustices pervading this may create shields of illusion to preserve 
country. We cannot continue to deny them in our courts, but they will never 
every individual the verities of this life be- withstand the crush of the ·world. 
sions of concern raised by faculty mem­ proposing what is, essentially, an over­
bers", NOT by students (GCR at 1, ~1 ). simplified, two-bin sorting operation (the 
The faculty wanted to streamline the val­ H/Q system), which keeps the faculty from 
uation process (grading procedure) be­ having to think too hard about the grades 
cause it felt the B distinction created a they're doling out in wholesale fashion. 
burden for the faculty (GCR At 1, ~1, and For example, no instructor I spoke to 
at 8, ~2). This becomes doubly ironic in was aware that the Q is defined as a C. 
light of the fact that the concerns of the Professor Engle stated that it wasn't his 
students were entirely different. The Re­ intention to give a C when he doled out 
port states: "The discussions with stu­ a Q. It is absolutely incredible that an un­
dents revealed a significant fact - nearly told number of instructors have dis­
all problems and criticisms eventually pensed an untold number of C's for an 
could be traced back to the ranking sys­ untold number of years without realizing 
tem" (GCR at 1, ~2). It was the ranking it. This would seem to indicate an extraor­
policy that was responsible for the cut­ dinary level of complacency, and it 
throat competition, NOT the grading sys• suggests the extent to which the faculty 
tem. The ranking system is an entirely is divorced from the realities of the law 
separate and distinct issue. This school school policy. At a minimum, it substan­
can refuse to rank students under the trad­ tiates the claim that the H/Q system ena­
itional grading system just as well as bles instructors to mechanically dole out 
under the H/Q system. The ranking grades without thinking too much about 
change was prompted by student con­ its significance. Upon being informed of 
cerns; the grading change (to the H/Q) this significance, most instructors have 
was prompted by the faculty desire to responded with utter complacency and 
simplify the valuation procedure. indifference, presuming the impact to be 
This is ironic as well, since the chief inconsequential. They have become de­
concern aired in the GCR was the inherent sensitized to the impact of their actions, 
danger of oversimplifying the prospective and this insensitivity accounts for their 
employer's valuation task by reducing it inertia, and the abdication of their respon­
to a mindless, one-dimensional, single­ sibility to become informed. 
criterion exercise that looked only at a stu­ The evidence here is clear. The student­
dent's rank, while ignoring other relevant, body at this school should throw this 
diverse indicia in the student's record lacerating, errant imposture (the H/Q sys­
(GCR at 16-19; arguing against the rank­ tem) out into a receding snowbank where 
ing policy). While the GCR was doling out it can be washed into the sewer system 
this insightful lecture from the pulpit, it where it belongs. Vote for a return to the 
proceeded to construct just such an over­ traditional grading system in the April 4 
simplified procedure for the faculty by and 5 Grading Policy Referendum. 
UMOJA to Present Cultural Show 
Umoja, which means unity and one­ show to display their talent, as well as a 
ness in Swahili, was founded at UB Law variety of talent from the Buffalo commu­
School in the Spring of 1989 by seven law nity and the law school. The show was 
students: Jennifer Prescod, Valda Ricks, held on March 10, 1989. Umoja performed 
Beverly Britton, Yvette Robertson, an African dance, a contemporary dance, 
and an African fashion show. Those who 
attended proclaimed it a huge success.by Towanda Rush This year, Umoja will be holding its sec­
ond annual cultural extravaganza on 
Tuwanda Rush, Mushiya Kabemba, and Thursday, April 12, 7:00 PM, at the 
Onnie Barnes. The group was originally Katherine Cornell Theatre. The group en­
a social dance group, designed to combat courages all to attend. Tickets will be on 
the daily stress of law school. After a short sale in front of the Law Library during the 
while, they decided to stage a cultural week of April 2nd and April 9th. 
Public Interest • • • • • , •••••• from page 2 
assist in client intake, do ·Iegal research, Procedure, Criminal Law and Evidence. 
prepare memoranda, and, if the opportu­ 6. The Divis.ion of Human Rights-Office 
nity arises, assist in trial preparation. of AIDS Discrimination Issues is a state­
4. Volunteer Lawyers Project (VLP) is a wide office responsible for the intake and 
free civil legal services program which investigation of alleged AIDS-related dis­
coordinates and assists volunteer attor­ crimination complaints. The Office also 
neys in the provision of pro bono legal conducts outreach, education, and liaison 
services for indigent individuals and non­ functions. 
profit groups with charitable purposes. The intern will be supervised by an 
VLP provides services in a wide variety of attorney and will be responsible for com­
cases, including family law, bankruptcy, plaint screening and interviewing, case 
immigration, consumer/contract, tort de­ management and investigation, drafting
fense, landlord/tenant, income tax, real determinations, legal research and writ­
property, small estates, wills forthetermi­ ing, and education and outreach. 
nally ill, not-for-profit incorporation, and The BPILP internships are funded from 
other types of group representation. money raised from last year's "Work a 
The intern will work directly with the Day in the Public Interest" pledge drive. 
managing attorney and the staff attorney. Further information on these agencies 
A variety of skills will be developed. The is on file in the Career Development Office. 
intern will conduct client interviews on a 
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEEvariety of types of civil legal problems, 
ANNOUNCES FINAL BAKE SALEmanage their own case files, and present 
case reviews. The intern will be respon­ We know, you're tired of hearing about 
sible for legal research and writing on bake sales. Trust us, we are tired of hold­
assigned cases and may provide the ac­ ing them but we must hold one last sale, 
tual representation in administrative or The Senior Class Kick Butt Bake Sale, to 
judicial hearings. raise the final $200.00 needed to pay for 
Second year students are preferred the faculty and staff awards and the post­
although highly qualified first year stu­ ceremony reception . We appreciate the 
dents are encouraged to apply. support you have shown thus far. Many 
5. The Legal Aid Bureau of Buffalo - of you have contributed your baked 
Criminal Appeals Bureau perfects felon goodies and/or your money to our earlier 
criminal appeals for presently incarcer­ sales. This is the final opportunity for the 
ated persons. The BPILP intern will be rest of you to be a part of our fund raising 
expected to perfect such an appeal. This efforts. 
involves correspondence with the client, Please bake a dozen of anything edible 
reading and analyzing the trial transcript, and bring them to our table on the second 
spotting errors in the proceedings, re­ floor on Wednesday, April 18, anytime be­
searching the legal issues involved in the tween 9 and 2. If you bake 'em, we'll sell 
case, writing an appellate brief to the 'em. If you can't bake, contributions to 
Fourth Department, and arguing the case our fund will be gratefully accepted the 
before the court when the case is sched­ day of the sale. Please help us reach -ottr 
uled on the calendar. goal so we can all enjoy the type of recep­
Prerequisite courses include Criminal tion we deserve. 
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EDITORIAL.: 
Take The Time To Participate 
In The Buffalo Conference 
This is a busy week at U.B. Law School. S.B.A. elections, the BPILP fund drive, budget 
hearings for student organizations and the "End of the year Social", are all on the agenda. 
There is also another event which merits the attention of all students and faculty . The 
Mitchell Lecture Series is assistinq in underwritinq a conference entitled "Buffalo : Change 
and Community" (see article on page 1 ). The conference will take place tomorrow and 
Friday and may be one of the most interesting events of the year. 
The city of Buffalo will be home to many of us after qraduation and even those of us 
who won't remain in Buffalo have probably worked downtown at some point in our law 
school careers. Perspectives on the future of Buffalo vary. Many of us who have lived in 
the area for most of our lives, have felt that there has been a recent upswing in the 
economy, in government and in the attitude of residents. This past year however has 
provided many disappointments as we've watched long time employers lay off workers 
and scandal invade city government. 
Buffalo, hence is often a study in contrasts and thus may be one of the key areas in 
the country for the study of community and economic change. UB Law, in fact has been 
a trend-setter for many law schools across the country with the establishment of its 
Community Economic Development clinic. 
As members of the Buffalo community we owe the city our participation in the conference 
on Thursday and Friday. The more persons who become educated on what they can do 
to help, the better the chance that Buffalo will one day be the thriving community it once 
was. 
Final Words From A Tired Editor-In-Chief 
This will be my final editorial as editor-in-chief of The Opinion. The next issue will be 
put out by the new editorial board . As such, I felt that I would break from the traditional 
format and comment on some of the things in this issue and the newspaper in general. 
First, The Onion. A parody issue is always troubling and this one was a long time in 
the making. It is difficult to put together from a layout standpoint and hard to get parties 
to write funny articles (there is a great fear of writing something that you think is funny 
but no one else does). We are particularly proud of this parody, however, as we took 
great pains to be funny and to try not to offend (although taking offense is a very individual 
matter) . 
Sometimes that which is most funny is that which is most ridiculous. What could be 
more ridiculous than Professor Blum joining the war on drugs, the Federalists merging 
with the National Lawyers Guild or Professor Finley stopping her crusade for women's 
rights? The fact that so many of our faculty members and student groups can be easily 
identified with a "cause" is what makes this law school unique. 
As for the "real" Opinion. I am choosing not to comment on the F.B.I. protest (YEAH!). 
I have already commented (above) on the "Buffalo Change and Community" conference 
which I feel to be very important. What I do want to comment on now is "Across The 
Nation" . Putting together " Across The Nation" has been one of my favorite tasks. The 
differences among the law schools and law school newspapers are startling . I was amazed 
to discover that some law schools have their own cafeterias and gyms (although not a 
necessity a nice convenience) and some law schools have all they can do to keep their 
walls standing. 
One of the most remarkable things I have read this year comes out of Pace University 
law school and is excerpted in this issue. If you thought we had problems with the 
invalidation of one of the New York Practice exams last semester, you should see what 
a mess there is at Pace. Students are in an uproar because they had no say in the Dean's 
decision to order the regrading of 170 exams by a faculty panel. This will be a true learning 
experience for the administration who are going to have to set forth a policy for the 
invalidation of exams and do something about a very controversial instructor. 
Finally, a comment about objectivity and The Opinion in general. As an editor I quickly 
found that it is impossible to please everyone. Few issues have gone by without comment 
from students or faculty about the way a story was written. The most common critique 
was that a particular story was not objective. Objectivity is key to any news article but is 
difficult to achieve. This is particularly true in a situation where all the writing is done on 
a volunteer basis. If people are not allowed to write what they want they will not write 
anything. 
As editor-in-chief I have always asked writers to try to stay objective and have made 
suggestions to them on how they can achieve objectivity. That is as far as my power goes 
however. This is not the New York Times, I can not threaten to cut a writer's salary or 
fire him or her if I don't feel he or she is totally objective. Only in rare circumstances does 
the Editorial Board choose not to run an article. The reason for this is that the only incentive 
writers have to keep on writing is publication and if we didn't publish most of the stories 
we receive we wouldn't have a newspaper. 
So, when the next editorial board takes over and you feel the need to criticize the content 
of a story, remember that if the people that take the time to write and produce the paper 
can't write what they want, there will be no newspaper to critici.!e. 
Staff Christina A. Ago la, Ted Baecher, Nathaniel Charney, Len B. Cooper, 
Maria Germani, John B. Licata, Mary Clare Kane, Gary Ketcham, 
Darryl MacPherson, Jim Monroe, Andrea Sammarco, Maria 
Schmitt, Sandra Williams 
Contributors: Kevin Doyle, Jerri B. Gordon, Tuwanda Rush, Chris Thomas, 
Kathleen Welch 
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Student Alleges Police Racism 
To the Editors : 
About two weeks ago, a non-profit group 
based in Washington, D.C., found that in 
1989 almost one out of every four African­
American males was in jail, on probation, 
or paroled. These statistics are shocking 
and irrefutable, but hardly surprising . The 
main reason for this crisis is, of course, 
white racism and the underemployment 
of the black male. Racism is an integral 
part of this nation's social, political, and 
economic development in light of the fact 
that America owes much of its incipient 
greatness to the institution of slavery. 
Racism is a phenomenon which has been 
bred, sustained, and perpetuated by igno­
rance, but which, fortunately, may be 
combatted with education. By education I 
mean that African-American history, which 
has been virtually ignored by white histo­
rians, should be taught in the primary, 
secondary and post-secondary learning 
institutions, and in the criminal justice sys­
tem. Without this kind of education, law 
enforcement imperatives premised upon 
racist assumptions will continue to de­
prive the African-American community of 
its men. 
The men, however, are not the only vic­
tims. As an African-American woman, I, 
too, have been subjected to the brutal 
racism that perpetuates our society's sys­
tem of law enforcement. On Monday, 
February 26, 1990, I visited the Amherst 
Police Headquarters at 500 Audubon Park­
way to collect a police report regarding an 
accident that occurred on Friday, February 
23, 1990, in which I was involved. 
Upon careful review of the police acci­
dent report, I noted materially false state­
ments and omissions which I immediately 
challenged and sought to have corrected . 
Most disturbing was the fact that the re­
port indicated that one of the causative 
factors relative to the accident was my 
"unsafe speed." Since the reporting offi­
cer was not present at the scene when the 
accident actually occurred, and neither 
the other driver nor witnesses informed 
the officer of such a "fact," I wondered 
where he had gotten such false informa­
tion. 
In addition to the materially false state­
ment that I had been driving at an "unsafe 
speed," the report also omitted material . 
information. First, the report did not indi­
cate that the other driver had been ap­
proaching on-coming traffic head-on while 
driving on the wrong side of the road. 
Secondly, there were four witnesses pres­
ent who informed the officer of this fact, 
but he refused to write it down. Thirdly, 
the report did not state that of all the 
witnesses present, all were in my favor. 
Fourthly, I had to insist that the reporting 
officer write down the names and ad­
dresses of the witnesses, and even then he 
(continued on page 11) 
Eyewitness Supports McKenzie Claim 
Dear Sirs and Madames of The Opinion: 
I write to offer a first-hand account of 
the accident that occurred last February 
23rd, involving Ms. Sharon McKenzie and 
another driver. I was a witness to the ac­
cident, in contrast to Messrs Dave Univer­
sal, Dean Candino, and Drew Miller who 
were not, but whose opinions nonethe­
less appeared in the March 21, 1990, 
Spectrum. 
Universal and Candino commented 
that a police officer is entitled to more 
credibility than an ordinary citizen. I do 
not say that I am entitled to greater credi­
bility than a police officer simply because 
I am an Asian-American UB student who 
attends law school. I do say that I, in con­
trast to the reporting officer, actually wit­
nessed the accident when it occurred. 
Like many other students that fateful 
Friday night, my friend Dorchell and I had 
a dinner engagement and were south­
bound on Millersport Highway, approach­
ing the overpass over Maple Road. Sud­
denly, we observed the white headlights 
of another car and Ms. McKenzie's car ap­
proaching each other. 
Miller concludes that Ms. McKenzie was 
at fault for having failed to avoid the other 
car - which was going in the wrong 
(northbound) direction in the southbound 
lane - because Millersport is "four lanes 
across." In actuality, there happens to be 
a steel barrier separating the two south­
bound lanes from the two northbound 
lanes. Additionally, the road condition 
was icy and visibility poor; that my car 
narrowly missed the two-car pile at the 
center of the two southbound lanes on 
Millersport, I credit more to luck than to 
my driving skills. 
We stopped to render assistance and 
to be witnesses. Only after the reporting 
officer ignored and twice refused to put 
Dorchell, who is African-American, down 
as a witness, did I demand to be put down 
as a witness. 
Miller implied that because some of the 
witnesses are "friends" of Ms. McKenzie 
they are not as credible as the white wit­
ness who was listed. I happen to be a 
friend of Ms. McKenzie, whilst Dorchell is 
at best an acquaintance of hers. The issue 
of witness relationship was never raised 
or discussed by anyone - until now. How 
the reporting officer was able to deduce 
them that night and conclude that the one 
white witness was singularly sufficient 
and reliable as a witness to the accident 
continues to elude me. I also fail to see, 
as per Miller's contentions, how listing 
the names of more than one witness on 
the accident report would make the report 
more "complicated." 
Nonetheless, we saw what we saw, and 
what we did not see, and in no way join 
in the police officer's opinion that Ms. 
McKenzie was driving at an "unsafe 
speed," nor do we conclude, as do the 
non-witness opinions of Universal, Can­
dino and Miller, that Ms. McKenzie was 
otherwise at fault. Our conclusions are 
supported by the one white witness. 
I am confident that the racist ignorance 
and faulty logic of persons such as Uni­
versal, Candino and Miller will find no 
joinder from rational beings. More 
frightened am I of the possibility that an 
"official" police accident report contain­
ing materially false statements and omis­
sions may someday hurt an innocent per­
son who has no supporting witnesses to 
contradict it. Most frightening of all is that 
an innocent person such as Ms. McKenzie 
was cursed at, arrested and detained for 
having the audacity of challenging a 
police report that is contradicted by all of 
the witnesses. 
Sincerely, 
Joseph de Dios-Valerio 
Grade Challenges Subject to Statute ofLimitations 
To the Editor: 
1. would appreciate it if The Opinion 
would publish the following policy that 
the Faculty Student Relations Board has 
developed. 
A petition that seeks FSRB con­
sideration of an issue that affects 
a student's grade will be consi­
dered timely only if the FSRB 
Chair receives it not later than the 
last day of classes in the semes­
ter following the one in which the 
grade is submitted. For example, 
if a student wishes to present a 
petition challenging a grade sub­
mitted in February, he or she 
would be able to do so until the 
last day of classes in the follow­
ing December. For this purpose, 
a grade submitted later than 
June 30 will be considered sub­
mitted during the fall semester, 
so that a petition could be filed 
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What's So Funny 'Bout Sex, Drugs andRock andRoll? 
Let's talk about drugs. Picture this (if 
you will). The year is 1980. It's Friday 
night, and all the college kids are flocking 
to the student union to watch the weekly 
Bugs Bunny cartoon and movie. Hun­
dreds of students settle into their chairs 
and, as the lights dim, take out their joints, 
pipes, or mini bongs and light up. Other 
people drop various chemical sub­
stances, if they haven't done so already, 
and still others pull bottles of alcohol out 
of their clothes. The room fills with 
marijuana smoke and laughter as Bugs 
smashes in Elmer Fudd's head. Campus 
security stands by in case there is any real 
trouble. That's it. Nobody is yanked out 
of their seat, nobody is arrested, and no­
body has a confused official screaming 
"Just say No!" into their face. 
by Michael D. Gurwitz 
Features Editor 
What a difference a decade can make, 
eh? Yesterday's nonfiction becomes 
today's cutting-edge science fiction. The 
above scenario, needless to say, was true. 
It occurred all the time at my alma mata 
(what the hell does "alma mata" mean?), 
Brandeis University. In 1980, Brandeis 
was a highly regarded university with 
competitive admissions. And yet its stu­
dents, future doctors and politicians and 
business people and lawyers, regularly 
and openly engaged in casual drug use 
that today would have Billy Bennett pop­
ping veins in fury. But times, and presi­
dential administrations, change. Back in 
the good old seventies we had Jimmy 
Carter, a president who made human 
rights a top priority. There were no drug 
czars back then, and NOR ML (the National 
Organization for the Reformation of 
Marijuana Laws) was hard at work. We 
all know what happened after Carter: Evil 
Empires, aid to ruthless dictators, screw 
the poor, and, most of all, Just Say No 
(sponsored by the Partnership for a Brain­
Free America). 
Let me offer you a personal observation 
which I believe will help put ~he current 
drug war in some perspective. When Iwas 
a freshman, the drug of choice at Brandeis 
was pot. None of this high-priced, super­
powerful sensimilla stuff, either. It was 
Columbian gold or Mexican whatever, 
and it cost about $50 an ounce. Friends 
could get together and get high all night, 
squinting at the funny black light posters, 
listening to Jimi Hendrix or Tangerine 
Dream, and earnestly discussing phi10so­
phical subjects in profound yet iu:otic 
ways. Walk into somebody's dorm room 
and living room and there it was, a multi­
colored two foot tall bong: "Have a hit, 
dude." 
In 1981, some remarkable things hap­
pened to the nation and at Brandeis. 
Reagan happened to the nation. At Bran­
deis, cheap pot started to disappear, only 
to be replaced by highly expensive bags 
of seedless sensimilla. No more com­
munal bonging - this stuff was way too 
expensive for that. An intriguing white 
powder called cocaine started showing 
up everywhere. In 1980, it was big news 
when you heard that some of the guys 
pitched in and bought Joe a gram of coke 
for his birthday: How much is a gram? A 
hundred dollars! What's it like? Nah, he 
won't give you any, I hear he's only shar­
ing it with his roommate. One year later 
it's close the door, chop chop chop, want 
a line? 
I saw it happen. J'accuse! Reagan be­
came president and cocaine replaced pot. 
Pot and coke produce two different ef­
fects, something like We versus Me. I 
won't bore you with the details about the 
rest of the decade, just the generals: yup­
pies, Wall Street, ethics-shmethics, char­
ity-schmarity, Hi-C (CIA-Cocaine-Contras), 
blah blah blah at least he's not president 
anymore, but look what we have now, 
and, oh year, JUST SAY NO! What's this, 
a seed under the floormat of your car? 
Okay, nasty boys, zero tolerate the house 
and the car and the bank account and fine 
this guy $10,000 and print his liberal name 
on the front page of every newspaper in 
the country. We're serious about this war, 
see? 
Another anecdote, this time about the 
FBI. Seems Willy Webster's goon squad 
is making waves at UB. Congratulations 
are due to the organizers and participants 
of this year's protest outside of CDO. Un­
fortunately for me, I was downstate hav­
ing a doctor drill the bejeezus out of my 
knee, and so I missed all the fun, but I 
hear the demonstration was great (and 
musical) and bigger than last year's. 
Here's hoping that, if necessary, next 
year's will be even bigger! 
Anyway, about the FBI. Abbie Hoffman 
wrote a very entertaining autobiography 
called Soon to be a Major Motion Picture. 
In it, he describes how he took a free tour 
through FBI headquarters in Washington, 
DC. The kick was, he was a fugitive 
wanted by the FBI at the time. I was living 
in Washington, DC in early 1988, whiling 
away the hours until I started law school 
with those wonderful people at Buffalo 
who had sent me that magical acceptance 
letter, when I read Abbie's book. I decided 
to follow in his beloved footsteps and see 
the sights at the J. (is for" Jackass") Edgar 
Hoover building. Our tour was led by a 
very polite, straight-postured black spec­
ial agent (Hoover must be rolling in his 
grave). The agent guided us past the vari­
ous exhibits - mobsters, weapons, ter­
rorists, bank robbers, and, of course, 
drugs. 
I peered into the glass-enclosed drug 
exhibit. A small pyramid of coke, 
hypodermic needles, multi-colored pills, 
a sprig of gooey, bright green cannabis. 
"These are drugs", said our observant 
tour guide. "If you use drugs," he said in 
a low, serious voice, "there are three 
places you'll end up: in jail, in the hospital, 
or dead." Or law school, I felt like saying, 
but I was in no mood to get glared at by 
Special Agent Fullashit and the various 
nuclear family units staring accusingly at 
Satan's playthings within the glass 
exhibit case. 
So now it's 1990. Ten years of Just Say 
No have given us an epidemic of cheap, 
abundant cocaine turned into crack that 
is destroying the ghettos and the poor 
people imprisoned within them. There's 
plenty of money for weapons (including, 
until recently, our cocaine-exporting 
friends, the contras), but not a nickel for 
drug treatment centers, decent housing, 
decent education, and all the other re­
medies that will truly help the inner-city 
victims ofthe crack wars. One of the great­
est ironies is that, according to a recent 
poll, most Americans- believe that drugs 
are this nation's biggest problem. Drugs, 
especially crack and angel dust, are a tre­
mendous problem for impoverished 
blacks and hispanics trapped in inner-city 
ghettos, but how many middle and upper 
class Americans are really affected by the 
drug trade? I don't know anyone who has 
been hurt or killed by drug-related vio­
lence, and I doubt that most of the folks 
who answered the above poll do either. 
But I do know women who have been 
raped. I know women who have been bat­
tered. Officially, a woman is raped every 
six minutes, and a woman is battered 
every fourteen seconds. I'll bet any 
amount of money that there's a helluva 
lot more people out there who know 
someone who was raped or battered than 
know someone who was hurt by drugs. 
So how come we don't declare a War on 
Rape, or a War on Woman Battering, or 
a War on Child Abuse, or a war on any 
number of problems that are a lot more 
prevalent and damaging than drug use? 
Yesterday's War on Poverty is today's 
War on the Poor, code-named the War on 
Drugs. It's a lot more: the War on Rights, 
the War on Individualism, the War on En­
lightenment, the War on Pleasure. Any 
way you cut it, it stinks. If our government 
was really serious about stopping the de­
struction of human brains by drugs, it 
would lay off marijuana and go after the 
nastiest, most powerful, most insidious 
drug of all, the one that daily afflicts nearly 
every man, woman, and mutant in this 
country. It's not crack, it's not alcohol, it's 
not nicotine. If our government really 
wanted our brains to stop resembling 
sunny-side up eggs in a hot frying pan, it 
would blow up every T.V. station in the 
country. But then howwould Madison Av­
enue sell us instant gratification? 
Protest's Lofty Aspirations 1V1arred by Childish Antics 
I know I'm notthe only one, but Ithought 
the protest on Wednesday, March 21 
against the FBl's efforts to recruit on 
campus was really inappropriate. 
First, let me make it clear that in sub­
stance, I agree with the purpose behind 
the protest. It's the style and method used 
that I have problemswith. The FBI shouldn't 
have discriminatory policies, and I would 
be the first to demand changes. However, 
if I were to act, I would do so with the goal 
of actually effecting change, not just 
making hurtful statements. 
by Darryl McPherson 
The biggest fault I found in the protest 
was the song used in the beginning, sung 
to the tune of "The Battle Hymn of the 
Republic". While it was quite amusing, I 
think it grievously lowered the level of the 
protest. What does it accomplish to call 
Steven Sample a weasel or a spineless 
ignoramus? It was very immature and it 
serves no one. Such a tactic only pleases 
someone who is already with your cause; 
it's not going to persuade anyone in a 
position of power to help you. 
Imagine you're Steven Sample, and 
you find out what a group of law students 
have said about you. Are you ashamed 
that you allowed the FBI on the UB cam­
pus, or are you insulted that a bunch of 
students tried to paint a picture of you as 
an incompetent fool? Would you take the 
time to actually listen to their concerns 
after that? Sticks and stones may break 
no bones, and names may never hurt any­
body, but such behavior never got anyone 
a seat at the bargaining table either. 
I'm not saying that people have to re­
spect Pres. Sample, but they can't expect 
positive results from an infantile display. 
There's a saying that you can catch more 
flies with honey than vinegar, and I know 
that's true. You don't have to be a whim­
pering sycophant, but you also don't have 
to take the low road. 
Another problem I have is the "high 
moral" position of the protest. Just be­
cause the protest is "right", it gives them 
the right to do what they think is best. 
Unfortunately, I, and some others, dis­
agree. Now where do our rights fit in? 
While Iwas observing the protest, a woman 
made it clear that she wanted to get into 
the Career Development Office, but obvi­
ously couldn't. Doesn't she have the right 
to use the CDO whenever she wants to? 
Her money paid for school services, and 
no student should be able to deny her 
access. If a student wants to interviewwith 
the FBI, do you or I have any right to deny 
her that? Discrimination is an evil, but it 
cuts both ways. 
A common point made in the protest 
was the use of student money to bring 
discriminating employers to recruit on 
campus. It is an offense to have someone 
at the University who won't offer a chance 
of employmentto those of certain affected 
groups. While I agree there's something 
wrong in that, it's something I've come to 
expect. That's the way things work in a 
democracy. 
In a school with thousands of people 
and just as many opinions, you'll never 
agree with everything. When the Univer­
sity gathers everyone's money, it's impos­
sible to ask where you want it to go. Should 
I go out and protest the existence of the 
National Lawyers Guild or the Federalist 
Society just because I don't like their 
politics, and money from my student ac­
tivity fee went to fund them? I admit that I 
always have the right to protest them. 
However, I sincerely doubt I would suc­
ceed in eliminating them, or, in the very 
least, changing their minds. allowed on campus, or is it because politi­
I also wonder how many employers cally, they're good targets? Who cares if a 
allowed to recruit on campus could stand part of the Armed Forces or a police or­
up to a deep probe for discrimination? ganization are picked on? They're mean 
Just how "clean" is the EPA anyway? and carry guns and we don't like them, 
Have the FBI and the JAG Corps been right? However, it's no secretthatthecrimi­
singled out for special treatment because nal justice system is racist as all Hell, but 
they're the only discriminating employers no one has done anything to stop that. 
Volunteer Lawyers' Project Gives Thanks 
Dear Students, Faculty, and Administra­
tion of the University of Buffalo, School of 
Law: 
ECBA Volunteer Lawyers Project, Inc. 
(VLP) was one of the agencies selected by 
the Buffalo Public Interest Law Program 
(BPILP) to receive a law student internship 
for the summer of 1989. The internship 
program was a resounding success and 
mutually beneficial to the law student, 
VLP, and the poor persons served by VLP 
in Erie County. This past summer Barry 
McFadden interned with our office. 
Like mcist public interest leg;,: services 
organizations, \IL.P's resources are ex­
tremely limited. There are five full-time 
staff members and only two of them are 
attorneys. At the same time, VLPfrequently 
has over 500 inquiries for legal help per 
month. Consequently, VLP is highly de­
pendent on volunteers, work-study stu­
dents, and summer interns for the opera­
tion of its pro bono legal services pro­
gram. 
It's easy to see why the BPILP summer 
internship program isso importantto VLP. 
The intern becomes a full-time member of 
VLP and is involved in a variety of tasks. 
This past summer, among his various re­
sponsibilities, the intern interviewed 
clients, directed people whom we were 
unable to help to the proper agencies, 
contacted private attorneys about accept­
ing pro bono case referrals from VLP, 
handled a case load, drafted simple wills 
under the guidance of a private attorney, 
represented clients at administrative hear­
ings, negotiated with creditors of clients, 
and completed and filed motions with the 
courts. 
VLP cannot emphasize enough the 
benefit of the internship to our office, to 
the clients we serve, and to the law stu­
dent. Without legal interns, our agency 
and agencies like ourselves would face a 
serious gap in our summer legal services 
programs. Unfortunately, VLP cannot af­
ford to pay an intern out of our own scarce 
resources. 
As a result, VLP invites you to support 
public interest legal services organizations 
this spring through the BPILPfund-raising 
drive. The BPILP interns work the entire 
summer to provide legal services to the 
less fortunate. All BPILP asks is that you 
work a single day this summer to support 
the efforts of the interns and to help ex­
pand the program. Ultimately, your 
pledges determine the extent to which 
BPILP can continue these internships for 
U.B. law students. 
VLP wishes to thank you for your time 
and looks forward to working with U.ij. 
interns in the future. 
Sincerely, 
Robert M. Elardo, Esq. 
Managing Attorney 
Volunteer Lawyers Project 
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CROSS THE NATION 
American llni\'ersit~· Hastings 
Attempts are being made to establish 
an International and Domestic Human 
Rights Clinic at the Washington College 
of Law at American University. Faculty ap­
proval and funding are still needed for 
the start up of the clinic but the curriculum 
committee approved the clinic. If estab­
lished, the clinic will accept 8 third year 
students and asylum hearings and ap­
peals will be referred to the clinic by com­
munity groups. International cases will be 
heard before the Inter-American Commis­
sion on Human Rights. If established, the 
clinic will be the first of its type in the 
county. (The Hairy Hand, February 1990, 
vol. 3, no. 3, p. 9) 
Cle\'eland-1\ larshall 
The Cleveland-Marshall faculty is con­
sidering the use of a new class evaluation 
form to be completed by students at the 
end of each semester. The new form, 
which was designed by a student commit­
tee, contains multiple choice questions 
which ask the students to rate various as­
pects of the course such as textbooks and 
professors knowledge of the subject mat­
ter. The current evaluation form con­
tained open-ended questions which re­
quired essay-type answers. The faculty 
originally voted to bar the use of the new 
forms but a petition signed by 350 stu­
dents persuaded them to reconsider the 
decision. (The Gavel, March 1990, vol. 38 
no. 4, p. 5) 
Many student appointments to Hast­
ings student-faculty committees were just 
made in early March. This delay has been 
frustrating for many students and faculty 
as appointments are usually made in 
early fall. As a result, many major commit­
tees, such as admissions and financial 
aid, have been operating without student 
representation . The admissions policy 
committee, which only meets in the fall, 
has undergone all its work without stu­
dent input. The reason for the delay in 
the appointments has not yet been pin­
pointed. (Hastings Law News, March 6, 
1990, vol. 23 no. 8, p. 1) 
Pace 
Pace University School of Law has been 
in a state of turmoil for the entire semester 
based on a grading problem with the fall 
1989 Real Estate Transactions exam. The 
exam was a multiple choice exam which 
according to students did not reflect the 
material taught in the course, had direc­
tions which were subject to several in­
terpretations, and sometimes called for 
an answer of (f) when there were only 
spaces for answers (a) through (e) on the 
computerized answer sheet. 
Many of the 170 students in the class 
filed official complaints which led to ad­
ministrative intervention. Apparently, the 
course instructor, Professor Schreiber, 
awarded partial credit on some of the 
questions, particularly on questions 
where the directions were subject to sev-
era I interpretations. Dean Goldberg deter­
mined that there was no room for such 
discretion in grading an objective exam 
and subsequently decided that the grades 
would be removed (Pace uses an "A", 
"B", "C" system) and all students would 
receive a grade of "P" indicating the stu­
dents that had passed, and a note would 
be attached to transcripts indicating that . 
the administration was unable to grade 
the exam. Students were given the alter­
native of retaking the exam over their 
Winter Break in February. 
This decision was unpopular with stu­
dents and with the course instructor. On 
February 12, the Dean announced his in­
tention to allow Professor Schreiber to 
reevaluate the exams in an unarbitrary 
manner. Two days later Professor 
Schreiber announced that he would not 
be reviewing the exams because he orig­
inally thought he would be able to give 
partial credit but subsequently found out 
he could not. 
Based on Professor Schreiber's unwil­
lingness to regrade the exams the Dean 
has announced that the exams will be re­
graded by a faculty committee and that 
students will have the option of accepting 
a "P" grade if they are unhappy with the 
end result. 
Students also formally protested Pro­
fessor Schrieber's teaching practices in 
both 1983 and 1988. (Hearsay, February 
27, 1990, vol. 12 no. 4, p. 1) 
Villano\'a 
The Villanova School of Law sponsored 
an in-house Client Counseling and Inter­
viewing Competition. Students compete 
on teams of two and act as attorneys pre­
sented with a typical client matter. They 
must conduct an interview with a person 
playing the role of the client. The students 
are judged on how well they ask approp­
riate questions and evaluate the informa­
tion they obtain from the client. The 
judges evaluate the students from behind 
a one-way mirror. This competition is 
popular with students because no brief 
or memo is required and thus the compet­
ition isn't time consuming. Winners in the 
competition went on to the ABA regional 
competition. (The Docket, February 1990, 
vol. 26, no. 5, p. 1) 
Wing Wah Woos Vegetarians 
There's a new kind of wing in town. I'm 
not talking about the severed arfT! of a 
flightless bird . Nay! This wing is Wing 
Wah, a take out chinese vegetarian res­
taurant. The menu lists 93 dishes ranging 
from Hunan-style gluten (gluten is wheat 
protein similar in texture to beef) to Tofu 
(bean curd, a traditional chinese food) 
by Michael D. Gurwitz 
Food Editor 
with curry sauce to wonton soup to mush­
room egg rolls. I tried the hot and sour 
soup, mushroom eggrolls, orange fried 
gluten, and celery and mushroom gluten, 
and it was all delicious. We're talking re­
ally good food here. The prices are low, 
with most entrees costing about $5. You 
also get large portions. 
For those of you who absolutely feel 
that a meal is not a meal if it doesn't in­
clude at least part of one dead animal, 
Wing Wah also serves shrimp dishes. 
There are Tung Ting shrimp, Moo Shu 
baby shrimp, shrimp egg rolls, and lots 
of other crustacean-laden delights. These 
dishes tend to cost a little more, but none 
go higher than $7.50. 
Wing Wah is located at 154 Niagara 
Falls Boulevard, right at the intersection 
of Niagara Falls Boulevard and Kenmore 
Avenue. It is open Monday through Satur­
day from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. The prop­
rietors are friendly, there's free peanuts 
and fortune cookies while-U-wait, and 
you get to watch them work the woks. 
1989 New York Bar Exam Results 
The rollowing percentages are based on alt persons who took the Summer 1989 New York Bar Examination for the ftrst time. 
BAR/BRI New York State Non-BAR/BRI 
Students Pass Rate Students 
Another Reason More People Choose BAR/BRI 
Than All Other Courses Combined. 
BAR REVIEW 
New York and the Nation's largest and Most Sucr.essful Bar Review 
PIEA8E NOi'(.: All ~ ba1-e been rounded otl lo lhe neam;t whok- number. 
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Noise Issue Rears Its Ugly Head Once More 
The Complaint: A new undergraduate 
social scene is quickly springing up. Un­
fortunately, the location of this "new 
scene" appears to be the Law School Li­
brary. 
Buffalo Law School has enough prob­
lems already, without acquiescing in the 
ruin of its library's reputation. A Library 
is for research and quiet study. I am appal­
led that this study area is allowed to be 
repeatedly abused. Any interested 
passer-by is practically invited in - with 
its large glass front panels and no require­
ments on non-law student admission. 
I realize that UB is a state institution. 
But quite frankly, the argument that the 
UB Library cannot restrict access to its 
facilities on some level, does not cut it 
with me anymore. This is merely an argu­
ment which avoids, rather than addresses 
the issue. 
Many other academic institutions that 
I am familiar with, such as Cornell, restrict 
use of their graduate facilities. Under­
graduates are allowed to use these 
facilities on a pass basis that is issued at 
the front desk. Everyone that enters the 
Library must present their I.D. Anyone 
without graduate or law school status at 
Buffalo should be monitored and given 2 
or 3 hour passes for research only! Study­
ing can be done in the numerous under­
graduate libraries available on both cam­
puses. 
UB is in a precarious-enough position 
among law schools and research institu­
tions as it is. It does not need to create 
further problems for itself. 
The Response: The use of law libraries 
by undergraduate students is a common 
lament among law students who attend 
state supported facilities. Although you 
feel that using the fact that we are state 
supported avoids rather than addresses 
the issue of undergraduates in the Law 
Library, it is, none-the-less, the issue. We 
pre unable to restrict our usage from 
members of the University, the local bar, 
or the general public. With the encourage-
ment of the Dean of the Law School, we 
do attempt to restrict access during exam 
period. Conference rooms and carrels are 
for use by law students only. 
Cornell is a private institution. There­
fore, it can establish its own guidelines 
on use. Since we are a state law library, 
part of the University Libraries and a State 
University, we are unable to restrict ac­
cess to the Law Library. Restricting access 
could potentially have a negative impact 
on law students. It would allow oth .:~ lib­
raries on campus to restrict the law stu­
dents' access to their collections. Many 
law school seminars require the use of 
non-legal materials, such as historical, an­
thropological or political science sources. 
The Law Library depends on the other 
campus libraries to collect these mater-
. ials. We could not afford to duplicate their 
collections. 
Addressing the larger issue, the Law Li­
brary should be a quiet place to study. 
Undergraduates, law students and library 
staff contribute to the overall noise level 
as does the architectural design of the 
second and third floors of the library. A 
quieter atmosphere may result if we all 
attempted to set the example by restrict­
ing conversations to outside the library 
doors or in conference rooms. 
We are happy to mediate individual 
situations as they occur. Please bring 
them to our attention. 
The Complaint: Please order some sport 
magazines as well as other popular 
magazines for leisure reading. 
The Response: Our decision to purchase 
a magazine is based on its relevance to 
the law school curriculum. Since our ac­
quisition funds are limited, we are unable 
to purchase magazines for recreational 
reading. In addition, there are costs as­
sociated with ordering the magazine, i.e., 
processing the payment and recording 
the receipt, which do not justify the ac­
quisition of materials that will not be 
added to our permanent collection. 
Some of the other libraries on campus 
purchase some "popular" magazines. 
May we suggest you use the following 
libraries to find: 
Sports Illustrated - Undergraduate 
Library 
Car and Driver - Undergraduate 
Library 
Time - Lockwood Library or 
Undergraduate Library 
Newsweek- Lockwood Library or 
Undergraduate Library 
If you are interested in a particular 
magazine, please consult the SUNY/Buf­
falo Union List of Serials, located behind 
the Reference Desk, which will tell you if 
that magazine is acquired by any library 
at SUNY/Buffalo. 
The Complaint: "Suggestion" - NO 
Complaint: 
May the Ed.Dept.Rep. (EDR) Vols. 1-26 
and Looseleaf EDR's Vols. 27, 28, 29 be 
placed in the "Looseleaf" room? In the 
alternative, if not, "all EDR's", (Vols. 1-26) 
do not have a cumulative index, whereas 
Vols. 27, 28 &29 [July 89-] have a cumula­
tive index for Vols. 27, 28, etc. [Lenz & 
Riecker], then placing at least the 
"Looseleaf" EDR's in the Looseleaf room. 
Use of the EDR's Vols. 1-26 would then 
be requested from the desk. Thank you 
for your consideration. 
The Response: The New York Education 
Dept. Reports are heavily used and, in our 
experience, have been targets of unau­
thorized "borrowing" from the library. 
Therefore, we feel that we can maximize 
access to them by retaining them on Re­
serve rather than placing them in the 
Looseleaf Room. For your information, 
duplicate copies of Volumes 1-13 are 
shelved on the 4th floor. 
The Complaint: Why are several of the 
lights at the desks on the 6th floor (left­
hand side) not working? They have green 
tags labelled "10/26/89", and I'm wonder­
ing if they can be fixed, bulbs replaced, 
whatever - so they are useable? 
The Response: Thank you for bringing 
our attention to the carrel lights that are 
not working on the sixth floor. The green 
tags were placed on the lights by the 
maintenance crew. They usually report 
unworking lights to the electricians. Since 
the tags are marked 10/26/89, and since 
they are still not working, we have placed 
another work order with the electrician 
and hope to have the carrel lights working 
shortly. 
The Complaint: Please post listing of call 
numbers and which floors they can be 
found on next to elevator. 
The Response: Your suggestion is a 
good one. We will post a listing of call 
number locations next to the elevator on 
each floor. 
The Complaint: Cannot something be 
done to control the amount of talking, etc. 
done on the main floor, particularly near 
the Circulation Desk and the circle where 
the Shepard's volumes are stored? 
The noise rises - sounds much louder 
upstairs-and really interferes with work. 
(I have occasionally been moved to ask 
people to be quiet, and been made to feel 
like the wicked witch of the west for doing 
so.) 
The Response: We realize that certain 
areas of the library are noiser than other 
areas. While we share your concern that 
the Law Library be a quiet place to study, 
we are hampered by structural arrange­
ments. The areas around the Circulation 
and Reference Desks are going to be noisy 
because they are patron service areas. As 
you know, the change and photocopy 
machines are located in this area also and 
account for much traffic and noise. We 
have explored the possibility of structural 
changes to the library that would help 
solve the problem of noise rising to the 
balcony. However, the costs of these 
modifications are prohibitive. 
We will again remind staff to keep con­
versations as quiet as possible. Perhaps 
you should consider studying on the 4th, 
6th, or 7th floor where there is less patron 
traffic. 
,.. 
Kaplan-SMH proudly announces: 
Computerized Diagnostic Analysis 
Attorneys Reading Your NY Essays 
More Multistate Questions 
Until now, studying for the bar exam has been a guessing game for many students. Sure all bar review courses teach the 
law, and some give you practice exams along the way. But now, Kaplan-SMH is providing a sophisticated diagnostic tool to 
all of its students as an integral portion of our course. We not only teach the law and give you lots of practice, we analyze 
your practice by computer and give you detailed diagnostic printouts showing which subjects need more study! 
The CDA: 
Indentifies the core subjects in which you are strong; 
Shows you the major topics and subtopics you should study more, and .refers you to the appropriate study materials; 
Helps you avoid wasting time on the subjects and topics which you already know; 
Provides an estimated MBE score! 
On the NY ~ar, Kaplan-SMH has added live readers for your sample essays. Practicing attorneys will read your essays, 
examine them for accuracy, for analysis, and for style. You will receive your essays back with substantive comments. 
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FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS EXCLUSIVELY 
Take advantage of this special oppor­
tunity to become a Gold Card member. 
American Express will approve your 
application based upon your status as a 
graduate student. Your acceptance will 
not be dependent on employment and 
income history. As long as you have no 
negative credit history and no negative 
American Express experience, you can 
soon be carrying the Gold Card. 
And you need only call to apply. Any 
time, day or night, 24 hours a day. There 
is no lengthy application to complete. 
Once you receive the Gold Card, you 
can begin enjoying the many benefits of 
this distinguished membership, includ­
ing: Worldwide check-cashing privi­
leges. Emergency Card replacement 
(usually by the next business day). A 
complimentary 24-hour, toll-free travel 
service. As well as insurance protection 
for your Gold Card purchases. 
The Gold Card. Available to you now 
on this exclusive basis from American 
Express. Call today to apply. 
The GoldCard® 
SERVICES9 ■~ 1-800-648-4420
M N1'WUn Eaprns ~
C 1989 Amcricm Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. 
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SASU President Urges Deferral ofTax Cut Proposal 
To The Editor: More importantly, since our economy The entire Executive Budget, including earn $24,000, you lose $60.00; if you earn 
Someone once said that there are only depended on a minimum level of educa­ SUNY's portion, is balanced on the as­ $18,000, you lose $10. 
' 
two certainties in life - death and taxes. tional attainment, public education was sumptionthatthe state will deferthis year's 
It is readily apparentthatfailureto deferThe way many people talk about taxes one seen as a societal imperative. Of course portion of the tax cut - about $400 mil­
the tax cut accompanied by raised tuitionmight think there is some correlation be­ people paid more taxes, but in the end the lion. If the tax cut is not deferred we are 
actually results in a shift in the tax burdentween those inevitabilities. As students of individual AND society benefitted. going to have a much tighter budget than 
-a shift from those with very comfortablepublic higher education who must grapple As we move into the 90's en route to the the Governor is proposing. 
incomes to those who do not live so well.
with public policy, it is important for us to 21st century, we are entering a new water­ The income tax cut for individuals was Deferring the tax cut will help New
take a look at this issue and let our voice be shed in education. The need to spread a enacted in such a way that it would be York State's com~etitiveness. If SUNY 
heard. higher level of knowledge amongst a larger phased in over five calendar years. The 
is forced to deny access by raising tuition,As a society we are more dependent on percentage of the population is 1;.~:-wing. earlier "reform" phases removed substan­
cutting enrollment and then slashing pro­one another than ever before. If I recycle Before the year 2000 we can expuct that tial numbers of low income New Yorkers grams like College Work Study, Educa­my garbage, you won't have to pay the about half of all new jobs in New York will from the tax rolls and lowered the taxes of 
tional Opportunity Programs and Childprice of disposal. If I smoke cigarettes, require one to three years of college and many others. BUT THE REMAINDER OF Care-the whole state will suffer. For New your health insurance premiums rise. The about a third will need three or more THE PHASE-IN HOLDS NO FURTHER 
York State to move boldly ahead into thefact is that every individual action ulti­ years. (Source: Workforce 2000). There­ BENEFIT FOR MOST LOWER AND MIDDLE 
1990's and beyond, we need to recognizemately makes its mark on society. Recent fore, we are once again facing a societal INCOME FAMILIES. Upper income New 
that higher education is an important partmandatory recycling and anti-smoking leg­ imperative. We must enroll and graduate Yorkers are the only ones to benefit from 
of our economic and political success.ialation reflects the growing understand­ more college students-HIGHER EDUCA­ this year's tax cut-those who pay the top 
ing that our lives are indeed inextricably TION MUST BE A RIGHT. The question is, income tax rate. A "typical" family of four No state can entice business invest­
linked to one another. will people be willing the pay the neces­ with income of $260,000 will save about mentwithout providing a trained, produc­
In some ways, the history of education sary taxes? $1,500 in income taxes. tive workforce. No state will ever attain 
funding evidences this. Most people in In 1985 the New York State Legislature How will this affect SUNY? Last year economic health and prosperity by deny­
New York probably attended public ele­ enacted a five year multi-phase tax cut, the the NYS Legislature enacted, and the Gov­ ing the education necessary to enable its 
mentary and secondary schools to which largest in the state's history. Since that ernor vetoed, a $200 tuition increase for citizenry to reach their potential. Higher
they went for free. In fact every United time about $9 billion was shifted from the SUNYstudents. We knowthat ifthe tax cut education spurs economic growth through
States citizen has this right. The cost is state coffers to people's pockets. The last is not deferred this year students will increased worker productivity. College
picked up out of taxpayers' pockets. But phase of that tax cut, scheduled to take probably be facing a tuition increase of at students earn more than high school 
this has not always been the case. Not too place on October 1, 1990, is projected to least$200 and/or massive cuts in services. graduates, resulting in larger contribu­
long ago elementary and secondary edu­ reduce state revenues by some $1.7 to Compare this $200 with what a student or tions to the tax base. In order to live, work 
cation was only available to those who $1.9 billion over fiscal years 1990-91 and a student's family might save if the tax cut and prosper in the 21st century, we must 
could afford it. In other words, education 1991-92. To put it plainly, there's just not a goes through. For a family offourwith one defer the tax cut. 
was a privilege. Asoureconomygrew and whole lot of money for SUNY or any one or two wage-earners the picture looks like 
Judith Krebs, Presidentbecame more complex the need to dis­ else these days. The Governor's budget this: 
Student Associationperse knowledge amongst a larger por­ for SUNY is not so wonderful. But as bad • If you earn $72,000, you save$117.00; 
of the State University (SASU) tion of the population became evident. as this budget is, it could get even worse. if you earn $36,000, you save $62.00; if you 
Students Petition Faculty to Correct Faculty Statement 
Open Letter to the UB Law Faculty: in military combat, is that racist or room due to a fear of sanctions. Since Freedom of speech is not a Left-Right, 
We, students at UB Law School, call on sexist? Right now, no one knows. there are already a myriad of laws to liberal-conservative issue. It is a natural, 
the faculty to correct three fundamental Under the current Faculty Statement, prosecute acts of harassment, intimi­ basic freedom cherished by all Amer­
flaws in the "Faculty Statement Regard­ the faculty functions as "speech dation or assault, the necessity for the icans. This Open Letter has been signed 
ing Intellectual Freedom, Tolerance, and police" with the authority to assail any Faculty Statement is questionable. by students from different political 
Prohibited Harassment." student who offers an opinion contrary 3. The fourth paragraph of the Faculty ideologies, sexes, ethic groups, sexual 
1. The third paragraph of the Faculty to their own definitions of these terms, Statement states that when instituting orientations, religions and age groups. 
Statement presents two inexplicit thereby stifling intellectual discourse sanctions "the means of doing so will We believe the present Faculty Statement 
statements: in this academic setting. always be informed by the faculty's is vague, confusing, and damaging to 
a) "By entering law school, and join­ Students do not always need the fac­ strong commitment to the require­ academic freedom and debate. Please 
ing this legal community, each stu­ ulty's assistance when offensive situa­ ments of due process but will not be correct these three flaws in the Faculty 
dent's absolute right to liberty of tions occur. We are not children, we limited solely to the use of ordinary Statement immediately and present any 
speech must also become tempered in are fully capable of utilizing our free­ university disciplinary procedures." changes to an open hearing for student 
its exercise by the responsibility to pro­ dom of speech to challenge offensive Since the adoption of the Faculty State­ comment. 
mote equality and justice." statements made by our peers. If dis­ ment in October 1987, the faculty has Respectfully yours, 
b) That racist, sexist, homophobic, putes cannot be settled through intel­ never set up any type of due process Betsy Bannigan, Dan Bildner, Jeff Braude, 
William Broderick, Ellen Burach, Brian Carso,and anti-lesbian, ageist, and ethnically ligent debate at a law school, then it procedure whatsoever. The Faculty 
John Chiappinelli, Rob Davis, Kevin Doyle,derogatory statements, as well as is difficult to see how the society at Statement expressly states that the Rebecca Eisen, Jill Fahey, James Giambrone, 
other remarks based on prejudice and large can solve these problems. sanctions will go beyond the university Dave Geurtsen, Taunya Hannibal, Norbert 
group stereotype, will generate critical The faculty should either eliminate disciplinary procedure; however, the Higgins, Marc Hirschfield. Moses Howden, 
responses and swift, open condemna­ the third paragraph from the Faculty Pam Howell, Kirstin Jahn, Jonathan Johnsen,students have not been given any 
Michael Joynt, James Kennedy, Jennifertion by the faculty, wherever and how­ Statement or thoroughly define its notice of what this punishment will be. Latham, Brian Lauri, John Licata, Jim Maisano,
ever they occur." content. These sanctions can destroy a stu­ Dan Majchrzak, Mike McHugh, Carl Morgan,
What are racist, sexist, homophobic, 2. When does offensive speech become dent's dream of a legal career, yet, the Kellie Muffoletto, Dave Niles, Eric Nordby, 
anti-lesbian, or ageist statements? Any harassment punishable by the sanc­ faculty refuses to specify how the sanc­ Rose Pedone, Margaret Phillips, Kathy Ryan, 
two people in our society can give you tions described in the fourth paragraph Jim Sacco, Andrea Sammarco, Rob Sardegna,tions will be implemented. This ab­
Dave Steinberg, Mark Steiner, Gretchen Stork, two very different definitions. How­ of the Faculty Statement? Presently, no sence of due process clearly threatens Suzanne Sullivan, Bill Urban, John Wiencek,
ever, the faculty has given themselves one knows. Whatever constitutes the the constitutionality of the Faculty Tom Winward, Steve Wisniewski and Janet Zwick. 
the right to confront any violation of difference between pure speech and Statement. We demand that the due (If any other students would like to signtheir individual definitions with swift, punishable harassment must be de­ process procedure owed to a student 
on to this letter, please leave a note inopen condemnation. If a student disag­ fined by the faculty. There are students who violates the Faculty Statement be 
Box 450 or 740.)rees with affirmative action, or women withholding valid opinions in the class- thoroughly spelled out. 
Police Racism . . . . . . . . . from page 6 
only listed two. Fifth, in the process of I was then told to leave the premises longings were taken away from me: jew­ by the Amherst Police Department. I am 
writing down these two names, he listed immediately. Actually, I was told, "Why elry, money, credit cards, they even took writing to inform the public, UB adminis­
an incorrect telephone number for a wit­ don't you.just get the f~~~ out of here." I the laces out of my boots. After being held trators, and elected officials in Amherst 
ness who happened to be white. Sixth, responded to this barrage of obscenities in captivity for about two hours, I was told thatwe will continue ourstruggleforequal 
when the other driver admitted fault, the by calling one officer a racist. Said officer to sign a form indicating that my valuables protection under the laws. 
officer refused to state that fact on his then came out from behind the counter, (including my laces) had been returned to 
report and did not even issue the other dragged me into a room in the back of the me. I was.then given an appearance ticket I should have known that I would have 
driver a ticket for driving without proper station, and locked me into a room about stamped with a c-liarge of disorderly con­ been arrested by racists for crying racism. 
registration. There I was, a citizen of the good ol' U.S offour times the size of a stall in a public duct. 
I insisted on filing a written complaint toilet. This room had no windows, only a As the arresting officer opened the door A. trying to file a legitimate complaint 
an wasagainst the reporting officer, but when I thin strip of clear Plexiglas about one-inch to release me, he asked me why I did not against agent of the state and 
tried to leave with the complaint form, I thick and wide along the edge of the door just leave when asked to. I could not be­ arrested for no valid reason-calling some­
was told I could not leave the station with through which the police could look in. lieve the audacity of such a question. I one a racist is allowed by the U.S. Constitution, j_ust as it is allowed for neo­it and that I could not draft it in the pres­ The door to this room was opened elec­ wanted to ask him why his captain had 
Nazis and the KKK to use hate speech and ence of a lawyer. Being a second year law tronically with a buzzer. The only piece of made such a racist remark, why he had 
student, I felt I knew enough about consti­ furniture in this room was a bench. At one cursed at me and why he arrested me racial invectives when they march. 
tutional law to recognize that this was point, I called out for help because I was in when I called him a racist. I had every right Forgetting about police abuse will notanother boldface lie, so I again requested need of my painkillers, which they had to call him a racist, legally and morally. 
make it go away, only doing somethingthe chance to leave the station with the confiscated (I had severe soft tissue dam­ Their behavior had been an assault on my 
about it will. A number of concerned citi­complaint form. age to my abdominal area from the acci­ personhood and dignity as a human being. 
zens are forming the Western New YorkAt this point, the captain, who had also dent). I was ignored. After being thrown Coalition Against Racism; to get involvedbeen theretofore "conveniently" unavail­ into the cell, it took half an hour for the 
in the Coalition, call 837-3729. Your help isable, arrived, and summarily dismissed police to admit that they were arresting On Thursday, March 1st, 1990, UB law, 
crucial.my grievance by stating, "You people, me, and another hour and a half for them graduate and undergraduate students 
things don't go your way and it's always to tell me that I had been charged with assembled in front of the Amherst Police Truly yours, 
racism." disorderly conduct. All my personal be- Headquarters to protest my illegal arrest Veanka S. McKenzie 
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THE NEW YORK BAR EXAM 
HAS CHANGED 
AND BAR/BRI HAS CHANGED 
WITH IT!! 
There has just been a major change in the New York Bar Exam and it will benefit BAR/BRI 
enrollees. 
The New York State Bar Examiners have dropped a number of topics from the Bar Exam, 
effective immediately. In addition, the Elramioers will change the emphasis slightly among 
the remaining topics. 
What this means to you is that you will be able to devote more time to the Multistate 
subjects and more time to the skills needed to optimize your scores. 
We at BAR/BRI have already changed our testing materials to reflect the new Bar 
Examination. No longer will you be tested on such topics as Bankruptcy, Labor Law, 
Insurance, Municipal Corporations and other topics deemed unimportant for exam purposes by 
the Bar Examiners. There will be a renewed emphasis on the six core Multistate topics and 
on New York Practice, Wills, Trust, Corporations, Domestic Relations and various other topics 
that New York considers to be important. 
Already, the free Essay Workshop that will be provided to every BAR/BRI enrollee for the 
summer of 1990 has been redesigned to reflect the new emphasis on the New York Exam. 
Plus, the free Multistate Workshop will be more valuable than ever. 
The New York State Bar Exam keeps changing and BAR/BRI keeps changing with it. This 
change is primarily to take things off the New York State Bar Exam. In future years we 
expect the Bar Examiners will be adding things to the Exam, probably in lieu of the New York 
multiple-choice component. 
Our staff of attorneys is now developing both a performance program and an enlarged essay 
program in the event that New York State goes in that direction. As soon as further changes 
occur, we will keep you informed 
BAR REVIEW 
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